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Abstract
Background. It is significant to constantly change and improve the software process
to thrive in the software market with rapidly changing requirement and situation.
However, very small entities(VSEs) have difficulties to adopt software process improvement that have played an important role in software market, because they
usually have some unique characteristics, such as informal and fewer documents,
tight budget, and less human resources. Therefore, we believe it is necessary to
study factors that are crucial to successful conducting SPI, to help inexperienced
VSEs with limited resource implement SPI with reasonable cost.
Objectives. The overall aim of our research is to analyse critical success factors
about successfully conduct software process improvement for Very Small Entities.
The objectives are based on the aim as following: 1) Identifying the special characteristics of VSEs which related to conducting SPI, 2) Identifying the state-of-the-art
critical success factors when VSEs conducting SPI both in literature and practice:
verifying and prioritizing the factors, and 3) Investigating the strategies that VSEs
can take in order to successfully implement SPI.
Methods. In order to investigate the critical factors and barriers need to focus and
avoid during the improvement, we implemented a systematic literature review as the
first phase. Then a survey questionnaire as the second phase to validate the results
gained from the systematic literature review through consulting industrial software
engineers.
Results. The final result includes 80 success factors which have been mentioned at
least once in the primary studies, a few characteristics of VSEs and strategies for SPI
in VSEs. Among the 80 factors, we chose 29 factors as CSFs that were mentioned
more than three times, then selected the first 15 CSFs as survey questions material.
Through the survey, we gathered the evaluation of all factors from two areas and
some suggestion or opinion of SPI in VSEs, explained the 29 CSFs and two ranking
tables about top factors from the SLR and the survey, discussed 14 CSFs from both
ranking tables, then provided specific strategies for each of the common 8 factors.
Conclusions. For helping VSEs that intend to conduct SPI with limited resources,
we answered our research questions through SLR and Survey, found 29 state-of-theart success factors of SPI in VSEs, ranked 15 of them and provided a description,
discussion, and strategies. Selected and prioritised success factors would be supportive for VSEs to ration their budget. Furthermore, we hope we can inspire VSEs who
are having trouble to implement SPI by providing strategies.

Keywords: Software Process Improvement, Critical Success Factors, Very
Small Entities
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In software open market, there are a large number of VSEs(very small entities) that
have played an important role under the global economy [59, 22]. Compared with
large companies, VSEs have some remarkable characteristics, such as informal and
fewer documents, tight budget, less human resources. Naturally, these characteristics
make VSEs different from other sizes of companies in many ways.
To thrive in the software market with rapidly changing requirement and situation,
it is critical for all companies to develop a high-quality product as core competence
meanwhile constantly adapt and improve the software development process. SPI
(software process improvement) happens to be a key effort to ensuring the quality of
products and a strategy to improve the company development process.
However, it’s difficult for VSEs to conduct SPI. Because they are facing some
challenges such as competitive market but limited resource, lacking expertise which
would introduce unbearable cost, etc. mainly due to the distance between the external market standards and their internal capability caused by their special characteristics. For those challenges and characteristics, VSEs had some special needs
when they implement SPI. In other words, they usually hard to apply the existed
mature SPI models without any modification because those models were built for
large entities in most cases. For instance [58], after detailed interview analysis, the
authors found that activities for improving software quality always located at a lower
priority in VSEs, but there is a high willingness to promote it after they know about
the many potential benefits of SPI. The main hinder is that the current popular
SPI models always seem too heavyweight to be used in VSEs, the non-famous ones
always seem untrustworthy.
Thus, we studied factors that are crucial to the success of SPI, to help inexperienced VSEs with limited resource implementing SPI with reasonable cost. There are
already numerous researches studied CSF (Critical Success Factor) that related to
the large or medium size software company, but we did not find any in-depth systematic analysis of conducting SPI in VSEs. Especially not any multi-national context
research. We collected those well-know CSFs of SPI from the academic database by
SLR (System Literature Review), then gathered opinions from real-world software
engineers by conducting a survey to verify the identified CSFs as well as discover
new factors.
Since the standard of VSE may vary by country and nation [21], and the cultural
difference may cause the study strategy from one single area not apply to another.
Thus, the survey implemented in Scandinavia region and China because of convenience which means available sample population. Scandinavia is referred to Norway,
1
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Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, and Finland in this thesis [78]. The Chinese region refers
to Mainland China and does not include Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan [77]. And
we intend to continue this survey in further nation or area at future work.

1.1

Aim and Objectives

The overall aim of our research is to analyze critical success factors to successfully
conduct software process improvement for Very Small Entities. To reach the overall
aim we break down it to more detailed objects which as follows:
1. Identifying the special characteristics of VSEs which related to conducting SPI.
2. Identifying the state-of-the-art critical success factors when VSEs conducting
SPI both in literature and practice: Verifying and prioritizing the factors.
3. Investigating the strategies that VSEs can take in order to successfully implement SPI.

1.2

Expected Outcomes

The expected outcomes of our research should be an overall analysis of critical factors
to the success of conducting SPI in VSEs. Identifying the factors without any area
limitation then verify the factors in Scandinavian and Chinese context. The result
would be presented in Table of a figure with a priority according to the content of
critical.
1. The Identified special characteristics of VSEs which related to conducting SPI.
2. The Identified state-of-the-art critical success factors when VSEs conducting
SPI both in literature and practice.
3. The top ten factors when VSEs performing SPI in the Scandinavian and Chinese context.
4. The identified strategies that VSEs can take in order to successfully implement
SPI.

1.3

Research Questions

In general, this research aimed to answer the following research questions:
1. RQ1: What is the special characteristics of VSEs compared to other size entities?
2. RQ2: What are the state-of-the-art critical success factors in practising SPI in
VSEs?
3. RQ3: What is the top ten critical success factors when VSEs conduct SPI?
4. RQ4: What strategies can be opted to for the successful adoption of SPI in
VSEs?

1.4. Structure of Thesis

1.4

3

Structure of Thesis

This thesis report contains seven chapters: Chapter 1 briefly introduced other parts
which included the motivation, purpose, research gap, research questions, and expected outcome, etc. Chapter 2 presented the background knowledge and explained
each keyword and acronym used in this report separately. Chapter 3 is the discussion
of the direct or indirect related works of our research, we focused on their contribution and probably limitation. Chapter 4 mainly introduced the two methodologies
SLR and survey we adopted to answer the research question 2 and 3 in our research.
Chapter 5 is the data of result reporting from both SLR and survey. At Chapter 6
we discussed the data reported in chapter 5 and provided a comprehensive analysis
of the result data then discussed the potential threat to validity and limitation of our
research. Chapter 7 is where we draw a conclusion from analysis and the possibilities
of future work.

Chapter 2

Background

2.1

SPI: Software Process Improvement

Process, as Longman online dictionary said, means "a series of actions that are done
in order to achieve a particular result". That is to say, in order to achieve a certain goal, there have some things should be done, and those things can be done by
sequenced, iterated, or paralleled. In the field of software engineering, the software
process refers to a collection of activities, actions, and tasks performed while the
product is being built [62]. The process is not fixed, they continually adjust for a
goal which usually means getting a timely delivered, high-quality product. Software
process plays a significant role to software, a prime software process should combine
the rigour of discipline and the need of flexibility, but the balance is hard to achieve
so is the quality hard to ensure [21, 24]. It sometimes needs a sequence of activity
involving check the current development process then make a plan to change it until
achieving a specific goal, sometimes repeatedly and constantly [16], an awareness of
self-reflection and pursues better process and result, a regular company or team level
introspecting and diagnosing. And this sequence of activity called Software Process
Improvement(SPI).
Software quality is difficult to define directly, it may represent different things for
a different group of people. The quality of the product encompasses many aspects,
such as durability, repairability, usability, customer satisfaction and more. In general, most people think it is important and can be improved. They commonly expect
to receive the product with better quality by the same or less cost. For business
entities, higher quality often means higher business returns or better reputation in
the fierce market competition. This is critical to the survival of the business. To
ensure the quality, SPI is one of the most important and critical efforts that any
software enterprise could adopt. It is a sequence of activities through which software
processes can be enhanced to improve the final quality of the software and deliver
the finished product to the customer in a timely manner [62]. Through SPI, project
stakeholders can do similar work in a similar way, avoiding the extra effort of repetitive work while avoiding the same mistakes [31].
The implementation of SPI is not free, it requires resources, both about fund and
human. Consequently, the return on investment must be considered. In other words,
if a company spends many energy on implementing SPI, then it cannot receive a
satisfactory result, whether in the short-term or long-term, then why the company
4
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should implement SPI? Therefore, an efficient SPI method is essential. Currently,
there are a large number of models, methodologies and standards that are used
to help software development entities implement SPI, such as Capability Maturity
Model (CMM), Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), ISO 9000 family
of quality management systems standards, Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK), Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE),
Six Sigma and so on. Nonetheless, most of them are often considered to be set up for
large enterprises, and the implementation process is very cumbersome and systematic
for small-size companies [27].

2.2

Software Industry Scale

There has no strict and consistent standard for the determination of the software industry scale. It has often been changed as the region or name changes. Most of them
were divided according to the number of employees. Sometimes very small organizations are merged into small and medium-size organizations for analysis. For example,
a study based on Australia [52] presented that the small and medium organization
has fewer or equal to 199 employees, as well as the large organization referred to an
organization has more or equal to 200 employees, moreover, there has no separate
analysis of very small organizations here. An Indian context study defined small
and medium entities (SMEs) as companies with 20-499 employees [67]. A study was
conducted on web companies in Pakistan [73], the author identified a company with
fewer than 100 employees as a small and medium web company.
The European Commission concerned the definition of micro, small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) in 2003. They used two factors to consider whether an
enterprise belongs to the SME, staff headcount, either turnover or balance sheet
total. In terms of the total number of employees, enterprises with fewer than 250
people were Medium-sized, with fewer than 50 people are Small, and with fewer than
10 people were Micro [15].
These examples had shown that there were different opinions on the definition
of the company scale. In our research, the size of the entity was a very important
consideration, so we needed to have a clear definition for further study.

2.3

VSEs: Very Small Entities

In order to eliminate the differences mentioned above, we introduce the concept of
very small entities (VSEs). Although it is hard to provide a unified and international
definition of VSE [59]. ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7 Working Group 24 have once given the
term "very small entity"(VSE) a quantitative definition in the new ISO/IEC 29110
process life cycle standard as: "an entity (enterprise, organization, department or
project) having up to 25 people". In this research, we define the entity include enterprise, organisation, department and project, VSE is the entities of 30 or fewer
employees in Scandinavia, as well as the entities in China.

6
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When people talking about software companies, they often talk about the large
organizations which have become well-known, world-widely famous such as Amazon,
Microsoft. In fact, still, many effort have been done by many innovative and original
smaller organizations [42]. And lots of product or services provided by the large vendor is dependent on some third-party components from those small and very small
entities [42, 41]. Therefore, small and very small entities have played a significant
impact on the development of the global economy.
In general, small businesses account for a large proportion of the entire software
industry. One report from the European Commission have showed that Small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) account for 99% of all EU companies [15]. According to another report of 2005 [23], in Europe, 85 percent of IT sector companies have
10 or fewer employees. Similarly, in China 2001, 70% of software companies have
20 or fewer employees [28]. In another article, "small software organizations" have
been defined as a company with fewer than 50 employees, moreover, they have mentioned that in the US, Brazil, Canada, China, India, Finland, Ireland, Hungary, and
some other countries, small businesses account for at least 85 percent of all software
organizations [30].

2.4

CSFs: Critical Success Factors

Critical Success Factors (CSFs) is a management term that represents the factors that
must be completed when people plan to achieve a particular goal for an organization
or project. In some cases, the Key Result Area (KRA) and the Key Success Factor
(KSF) represent approximate meanings.
In our research, CSFs represents factors that are very important for the implementation of SPI for VSEs, and they deserve extra attention. In particular, when
a company lacks resources, factors defined as CSFs should have a higher priority of
being considered.
During this research, we only focus on study what-is and how-to utilize each
factor that could increase the success chance of SPI implementation but have no
intention to study the correlation between CSF and failure, for instance, when the
VSEs do not pay enough attention to which factor whether the SPI implementation
would fail. Furthermore, we only consider the success factor as a CSF when it has
been mentioned more than three times in the data extraction process by the primary
studies to reduce the potential publication bias of the primary studies.

Chapter 3

Related Work

Dyba et al. [20] studied several key factors for successfully implementing SPI through
literature review. The main contribution of this study is a list of key factors of SPI
Success, which included categories from business orientation to the exploration of
new knowledge. But the main aim of this study is to investigate an instrument for
measuring the key factors, the key factors that affect the success of factors are the
premise of the research aim. However, the company size is one of the most important
aspects for studying factors of SPI in our research but there has no specified size of
the target company in this study report. Meanwhile, this study report did not specify
the scope of the target company.
Another disadvantage of this study is that the report was published for a long
time, more than 15 years. So this literature review may miss some of the latest
factors. In other words, those factors may need to be verified in the latest software
development environment.
In [60], Pino et al. reviewed the published case studies systematically that had
conducted SPI in SMEs and studied the related factors. One of the major results of
this study is the 12 practical advice also as success factors such as initiate improvement with a simplified model as soon as possible, guide the improvement program
with a specific procedure, provide a fast and optimum return, etc. But there is a
limitation of this study such as the review only performed with one project, which
means the conclusions may not as generalized as we want.
At the same time, the SMEs mentioned throughout this study report refers to
the enterprise with less than 250 people. The company size here is wider than the
scale of the VSEs we intended to study. Furthermore, it has been more than 10 years
since the publication of this study report.
Dyba et al.[21] noted the different factors between large or small organizations,
which would have caused success or failure in SPI. For instance, the different size
successful companies had no similar preference in learning mode. The main result
of this study is a series of statistical comparison of SPI success factors among large
and small, successful and less successful companies. The mentioned 6 success factors are 1) Business Orientation, 2) Involved leadership, 3) Employee participation,
4) Measurement, 5) Exploitation, and 6) Exploration. Moreover, some interesting
conclusion drawn from the comparison as "main difference between small and large
software organizations is the ways in which they react to unstable and changing
stimulus situations", and deductions such as "successful SPI requires tolerance for
7
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failures", because if an entity never encountered failure, it wouldn’t have the competence to face turbulent and changing environments.
The limitation of this research is the assumptions of causality about this investigation are not completely justified. And it’s hard to tell the facilitating factors
that influence current SPI success is the critical success factors or the influence of
prior success or failure, which means the success factors may not critical. And the
measurement of the success of SPI not specified in the studies report which means
it involves a potential threaten of retrospective bias.
Sulayman et al. [71] discussed the existed SPI model or techniques that were used
by small web companies. In the result, they showed a negative attitude toward any
specific unmodified model or techniques because different companies have a different
focus and business goals. Besides, the authors’ major contribution in this study
which related to our study is the answer of research question 4, according to the
summary table 14, the important characteristics of small web companies are low
budget, short-term project life-cycle and commitment, etc.
Once again, the limitation is there has no universal definition of a small company,
the employee number of small companies varies from fewer than 10 people to 3-20
people. And it’s specific for web companies, which may not be representative of
companies producing other kinds of software product or service.
Kouzari et al. [40] focused on critical success factors and Return On Investment
(ROI) for lightweight SPI in Agile SMEs. As conclusions say, the lightweight SPI can
be better integrated into the daily activities of the SMEs. Moreover, some critical
success factors which affect the implementation of SPI were listed.
Furthermore, there is a section of detailed discussion of critical success factors
and barriers in this study report, which is: commitment, training, resources, staff
involvement, process action teams, staff experience, guidance, and implementation
methodology, etc. And another section as the additional CSFs and that does not
appear in the primary studies very often. However, this study mainly focuses on the
relationship between ROI and lightweight SPI in Agile development adopted systematic mapping as study as the research methodology. Meanwhile, it did not specify the
size of the target company as well. So the factors mentioned above may not feasible
for or specific enough to small and very small entities with their special needs.
From the above studies, we learned about the importance of SPI, but the target audience usually large company or specified-purpose small companies e.g. web
company, Agile company, etc, which makes the result might not apply to generalized
VSEs e.g. non-Agile VSEs. However, there is some research indeed focus on the
CSFs about VSEs.
Such as in [42], the standard of ISO 29110 is introduced and discussed by Larrucea
et al., and they also summarised some common barriers of VSEs to SPI and common
opportunities that SPI offers VSEs as two tables based on the experience of the
researchers.
In this article, the authors re-introduced and emphasised the concept about VSEs
from ISO/IEC 29110 as "an enterprise, an organisation, a department, or a project
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having up to 25 people" and highlighted their own arguments like, "ISO/IEC 29110
is becoming the set of software-process guidelines most widely adopted by very small
entities" and "Software process improvement offers very small entities many opportunities ". Which supports our argument as SPI is important to VSEs, and proven
the necessity of our research for VSEs. Furthermore, they introduced the hurdles and
opportunities VSEs may face and what SPI can offer to VSEs based on the authors’
industrial experience. And two tables presented the common barriers and common
opportunities of VSEs may encounter when implementing SPI which categorized as
financial skills culture and reference model four types. Moreover, they provided an
online experience factory as a discussion form for VSEs to communicate and share.
But unfortunately, the link of the online form is unavailable during the period of
our research. Because it comes from the experience of the authors, the hurdles and
opportunities could be not as systematic as we expected.
In [33], four CSFs and one generated factor discussed by Kautz et al. based on
the experience gathered in a project involving three small companies. Furthermore,
this research proposed an interesting question to intrigue the readers, which is "does
it really pay back to conduct SPI for very small enterprises?". And after discussion,
the authors gave their conclusion as "software process improvement in rewarding
and advantageous also for small companies if it takes into account the peculiarities
of such organizations" and introduced the benefits SPI can provide to based on
the project experience in the following section, an improved process can be reduced
debugging time, improved documentation method indicate the flexibility of the work
organization etc. Which supports our argument as VSEs have special needs regarding
SPI implementation because of their characteristics. And other crucial conditions
such as external financial support and inter-organizational or interpersonal networks
may as crucial as the four factors mentioned above, which haven’t covered in this
research.
Due to the limitation of the study, the scope between three local companies, the
findings may not general enough for our research purpose. Furthermore, because
the publishing year of this study is 21 years ago, the outdated information may not
apply to the present due to the changes happened in the past two decades. So we
think this study could be an in-sighting reference resource but couldn’t answer our
research questions such as "what are the state-of-the-art critical success factors in
practising SPI in VSEs?" comprehensively.
As the discussion about all the related studies above, and combining the limitations such as scope, year gap, and non-representative result, etc, we did not found
an SLR about critical success factors for conducting SPI in VSEs. And we believe
there is a need for studying CSFs of SPI in VSEs. So we considered a research base
on the three keywords as CSFs, VSEs, and SPI. Furthermore, the research methods
we initiated in the project plan are SLR and Survey.
Table 3.1 is the summary table for the studies mentioned above in this chapter.
With first column from left side "Ref." as the reference number we used to represent
each article, And the second column as the major research method they’ve adopted,
third column as year of publication, the fourth column extracted the main focus
based on the aim or objects, and the last column is the limitation based on our
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Ref.

Table 3.1: Summary Table of Related Works
Methods Year Focus of the study
Limitation

[20]

LR

2000

Several key factors for successfully implementing SPI
through literature review.

[60]

SLR

2008

[21]

Survey

2003

Systematically reviewed
the published case studies
that conduct SPI in SMEs
and studied the related
factors.
Compared the different
factors between large or
small organizations, which
succeed or fail in SPI.

[71]

SLR

2009

[40]

LR

2015

[42]

Focus
groups

2016

[33]

Case
study

1998

Discussed the existed SPI
model or techniques that
are used by small and
medium web companies.
Focused on critical success factors and Return
On Investment (ROI) for
lightweight SPI in agile
SMEs.
The standard of ISO 29110
is introduced and discussed, and it summarises
some common barriers of
VSEs to SPI and common
opportunities that SPI offers VSEs as two tables
based on the experience of
the researchers.
Four critical success factors and one generated
factor discussed based on
the experience gathered in
a project involving three
small companies.

Research has been published for many years,
and reasearch scope is too
small.
This research focuses on
SMEs, it is different from
VSEs which we decided to
research.
No specified SPI success
measurement method, the
success factors may not
critical.
Furthermore,
this research published for
more than 15 years.
Research focuses on web
companies, it is difficult to
extend the conclusions to
other software industries.
Not focus on factors, and it
did not specify the size of
the target company.
The results come from the
experience of the authors,
the barriers could be not
systematic enough.

The conclusion comes from
three case study, which
lacks universality. It was
published more than 20
years ago.

opinion as for why the research result of each article might not able to completely
answer our research question.

Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we are going to discuss in what way we implemented our research
or pursued the answer for our research questions. In general, Systematic literature
review(SLR) and survey are methodologies we chose for conducting our research.
SLR is the method we adopted to study state-of-the-art success factors and have
a thorough understanding of our topics. SLR here served as the first stage method
to discover all the previous and related new acknowledge about our study objects
and concepts. Meanwhile, the summarised review result is the prerequisite or input
of our next research phase. In another word, we designed our survey questions with
the result of SLR.
The survey questionnaire is the way we planned to verify the finding from the
previous SLR stage meanwhile collecting real-world opinions from the real-world
software engineers.
The detailed reasons for we chose those two research strategies instead of all the
alternatives are described in the following section, as highlighted advantages and
other method’s limitation regarding our research scenario. The introduction about
the two methodologies and the specific procedures coming in the after two sections
as our perception of the two methods learned from other primary studies or study
materials.

4.2
4.2.1

Motivation and Comparison
Motivation for SLR

1. SLR is a systemic way to discover and identify knowledge gaps meanwhile
probably highlight the insufficiency of one specific technology [74]. What we
learned from the SLR can verify and enhance that there is a research gap for
conducting SPIs in VSEs, It gained more awareness about the research gap
which we were trying to fill, and motivated us to achieve our study objectives.
2. Compared to the alternatives, one significant attribute of SLR is it can attain
comprehensive knowledge, and emphases on the importance of empirical finding
over than preconceived common knowledge [66]. Which is helpful to answer the
RQ1 and RQ2. Because we wanted to know about the special characteristics
11
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of VSEs and state-of-the-art critical success factors about SPI for VSE. These
should be hopefully the most updated discover.
3. SLR can be adjusted if it could receive a more useful answer for the research
questions [66], which could help us improve the project plan of our study. The
flexibility of the review protocol could help us improve while find and learn
more material about the topics we were studying, and furthermore, it could
help us make possibly exceed the outcome for our research goals.

4.2.2

Comparison with Alternatives

1. Literature Reviews
Compared to traditional literature review, SLR is generally more comprehensive and rigid meanwhile more exhausted and time-consuming. But we need
a certain level representation of our final finding to draw a generalized conclusion, and the traditional literature review can only introduce the basic context
of a research topic or a technique area, it often not able to answer a specific
question e.g. the RQ1,2.
2. Systematic Mapping Reviews
According to [1], systematic mapping review can provide an overview for a
research area meanwhile map the frequencies of publication and relevant researchers, etc, which allows the review findings that from primary studies scattered at a high level of granularity [36]. But we aim to collect empirical findings
e.g. lessons learned of CSFs which can only be done by looking through the
content of primary studies, instead of the popularity of one topic among its
study field or a list of primary studies which dedicated to studying e.g. how
to resolve conflicts between SPI and Agile. So we believe that SLR is more
appropriate for us to accomplish our goal and find answers for our research
questions.
3. Tertiary Reviews
Tertiary reviews is SLR of other SLRs [36]. If there are enough SLR existed,
it is totally possible to conduct a tertiary review and its research method is
completely the same with SLR [36]. But we hadn’t discovered sufficient SLR
about CSFs targeting VSEs, combining the fact that different SLR might have
different inclusion & exclusion criteria and quality criteria, we believe that there
could be a high risk of bias if we conduct a tertiary review with insufficient
primary studies.

4.2.3

Motivation for Survey

1. It is relatively more convenient for the researcher to collecting mass data from
a large amount of potential participator at the same a period of time [45]. So
it is more efficient to verify all the factors we had collected from the SLR by
sending out the questionnaire at once and gathering the feedback later.

4.2. Motivation and Comparison
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2. It can be conducted remotely via the internet that can eliminate geographically
limitation. So survey can help us conduct our research in different international
areas [45]. And the online form of survey could save us time or other troubles
because the software engineers are likely reachable through the internet [45].
3. By combining the utilising of suitable software, the survey result data can be
easily analyzed with a statistical technique, which could guarantee both the
efficiency and the correctness of survey result analysis since all the data would
be digitised and documented, any error or inconsistent interpretation of the
original data can be traceable [49].
4. Multiple type questions can be included within the same topic, which provides
more flexibility for data collecting and presentation meanwhile more possibility
for candidates to express their opinion about conducting SPI in VSE.

4.2.4

Comparison with Alternatives

1. After discussion, we think that experiment is too hard to control the experimental variables for our research, because too many casual factors may affect
the result in the software engineering area. And it harder to get research resource than compared to other academic disciplines e.g. medical researches
[36]. For instance, we are unlikely to use one developing team to work on the
same project with same development and process improvement method but
different focused CSFs, then to compare difference about improvement related
to each factor. Because productivity may affect and changed by experience
and familiarity with the related techniques. Moreover, it is unlikely for us to
gather multiple teams with the same skillful level at the same technology. But
the experiment can be considered if there are available experimental resources.
2. Case study is flexible research method to study a case which usually is "a
contemporary phenomenon", which can be useful to discover insight and indepth knowledge but it has flaws e.g. the result may be not representative
enough and with personal basis [45]. So we think case study may not be the
best research methodology to make a contribution for generalised VSE who
need and willing to implement SPI.
3. The paper-based survey is a traditional way to distribute questionnaires. This
method can avoid the situation when some participants are inaccessible for the
internet. But this situation is almost impossible for our target, the employees
from software companies. Compare to digitalised questionnaires, paper-based
one is more costly, and has more potential mistakes when data processing.
4. Meanwhile, we have considered other types of survey which usually called
interviewer-administrated survey e.g. face-to-face and telephone interview.
The interview would be a great choice to get richly and authentic information.
Interviewers can easily make explanations to clarify ambiguous questions. But
the interview is more costly than the online form survey, as well as it is more
likely to introduce the interviewers’ bias. Through the online form survey, we
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can collect a variety of data from various companies and different positions,
but it is hard for any type of interview.

4.3

Systematic Literature Review

Our research aims to study the state of art of SPI in VSEs. By investigating the
critical factors and barriers need to focus and avoid during the improvement and the
special characteristic of VSEs. Therefore we can have a thorough understanding of
why those factors are critical to VSEs and how we can address the issues for VSEs to
implement software process improvement, meanwhile collecting the strategies for each
CSF, we could help the VSEs to increase the success chance of SPI implementation
by presenting practical and useful suggestion. In this systemic literature review, we
mainly focus on identifying the success factors toward to VSEs, special characters,
and strategies for each CSF. The SLR is based on worldwide studies, the primary
studies could from any place in the world or focus on any regions. We build our own
review protocol based on the example from [37]. As a result, we identify a series of
success factors which affect small entities when they implement SPI, then rank them
based on the appeared frequency in all of the articles, and list a collection of the
special characters, and related strategies.

4.3.1

Necessity of SLR

Before delicately design and implement the research project, we needed to think
about is there any necessity to implement a new SLR. After an investigation, we
found out there is indeed some research aimed for or related to the critical success
factors in SPI implementation such as [35, 40, 14], but the fact is, either there is a
certain year of a time gap between the publication year and now of the SLR report.
Or it did not specify the size of target entities. After discussion, we decided it’s
necessary to conduct an SLR. Moreover, it can help us explore the existing researches.
By reviewing the previous studies, we can have an understanding of knowledge about
the characteristic of SPI in VSEs secondarily, and primarily identify critical factors
without repeating the effort. Especially the CSFs from a lesson learned session from
a case study of SPI implementation in VSEs such as [25], because of the originality
of Case study.

4.3.2

Review Protocol

According to Kitchenham [37], we need a review protocol as preparation and guideline
to conduct SLR which included:
• Background
• The research questions
• The search strategy as a database source and keywords as search terms, search
string as terms combined with Boolean operators.
• Study selection criteria

4.3. Systematic Literature Review
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• Study selection procedures
• Quality assessment strategy
• Data extraction strategy
• Data synthesis strategy
The review protocol modified and improved by us several times during the SLR,
and the items listed above will be separably introduced more in the following subsections.

4.3.3

Data-source Selection

According to the recommendation of [36], those electronic research publication databases
could be our candidates of the SLR data resource:
• IEEE
• ACM
• Google scholar
• Citeseer
• Inspec
• ScienceDirect
• EI Compendex
And after verified of access, we excluded EL compendex, Inspec and Cuteesser
the three databases due to unavailability of access, and keep the remains as our
source databases as follows:
• ACM
• IEEE
• ScienceDirect
• Scopus

4.3.4

Analysing Requirements

We decided to use SLR to answer RQ1, RQ2, RQ4.
1. RQ1: What are the special characteristics of VSEs compared to other size
entities?
2. RQ2: What are the state-of-the-art critical success factors in practising SPI in
VSE?
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3. RQ4: What strategies can be opted to for the successful adoption of SPI in
VSE?

on:

To answer these research questions, our review objectives to do SLR would focus

1. identify all the success factors
2. identify all the characteristics of VSEs
3. all the strategies of CSEs

4.3.5

Review Questions & Search String

Based on the review’s objectives, the review question should be:
• What are the success factors when VSEs implement SPI?
• What are the special characteristics of VSEs?
• What are the strategies for CSFs?
Break down the review question into facets such as synonyms, abbreviations, alternative spelling, using Boolean word AND’s and OR’s to build a search string [37]:
• ("software process improvement" OR "software process" OR "SPI") AND
(("small" OR "very small" OR "micro" OR "tiny") AND ("enterprises" OR
"organizations" OR "organisations" OR "companies" OR "teams" OR "firms"
OR "setting" OR "entities") OR "VSE" OR "SME") AND ("factors" OR "barriers" OR "motivators" OR "demotivators" OR "lessons learned" OR "challenges" OR "difficulties" OR "experience")

4.3.6

Study Selection

Selection criteria
Based on our review question, we established the inclusion and exclusion criteria to
select the related articles from all the papers we founded.
Inclusion Criteria:
• Studies that identify success factors for VSEs implementing SPI.
• Studies that compare success factors of VSEs with other size entities when they
were implementing SPI.
• Studies that present any models or approaches for implementing SPI with VSEs
industry cases.
Exclusion Criteria:
• Studies that not focus on success factors of VSEs when implementing SPI.

4.3. Systematic Literature Review
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• Studies that only discuss one success factor in depth.
• Studies that have no one of the following phrases: success factor, barrier, lessons
learned.
• Studies that neither written by English nor Chinese.
• Studies that have the newer version (i.e. only select the latest version).
Selection Process
Figure 4.1 showed the detailed process of conducting SLR.

4.3.7

Quality Assessment

According to [37] checklist is a workable way to estimate the quality of primary
studies since there is no general standard quality assessment. And based on the
example provided them, we developed our a simplified "must-have "quality criterion
for our research. As for "must-have", which means if the research does not coincide
with item in the "must-have" quality criterion. We consider it unqualified unless it
is descriptive study.
The "must-have" quality criterion:
• Does it have a clear aim and object within its abstract;
• Does it have a reasonable study design;
• Does it have a data selection and sampling strategy;
• Does it have a data analysis process;
• Does it have a logical deduction process in discussion part;
• Does it have a reasonable conclusion;
• Is the discussion process consistent with its conclusion;
• Does it states limitation of the research;
Meanwhile, based on the quality assessment example from [36], we prepare another quality score list which contains 10 questions for evaluating the quality level of
essential content, for each question within the list, we gave each study a score from
0 to 10, and summarise all the score of each question together as the summary score
of each article. For each question, the scores as 0 means the worst and 10 means
the best. Since we have 10 questions here, the value of each article’s summary score
scattered from 0 to 100 and if the summary score is under 60, we considered it as
unqualified. Each article have been evaluated by two of the authors and taken the
average rating as the final score. If the article missing the content of any question
from the list, or the content has too low quality, the score would be 0.
The quality score table used to calculate quality score of each primary study
presented as Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Process of SLR

4.3. Systematic Literature Review

No Questions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4.3.8

Table 4.1: Quality Score Table

How well is the evaluation addressed the study’s aim and objectives?
How defensive is the study design?
How well are the data selection and sampling strategy described?
How well is the data collection process?
How well is the data analysis strategy?
How clear is the link between data, interpretation, and conclusion?
How well is the scope described while drawing a wider inference?
How adequately is the reporting process documented?
How clear and consistent is the reporting?
How well has a diversity of perspective been considered?
Summary score (0-100):
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Score
0-10

Data Extraction

The content of all primary studies would be extracted by the following labels:
• Number
• Title
• Success factors/barriers/lesson learned
• Size
• Actual range of size: as mentioned above, the actual range is slightly different
in each article, so it is necessary to record them.
• Model or approach
• characteristic of VSE
• Identified CSFs
• Strategies for CSFs
• CSFs were judged by
• Additional notes
• Quality assessment
And each article will have a data extractor and a data examiner to double check
the correctness of data. If there is a conflict between data extractor and data examiner, the data extractor need to review the data and they need to discuss until
making an agreement. And each table will extract the exactly original augment or
statement from the primary study.
According Keele et al. [36], we designed our data extraction table with description
of as Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Data Extraction Table
Value
The data extractor’s name or code
The data checker’s name or code
The code of each primary study
The article’s title of each primary study
The publication date of each primary study
All the authors’ name of each primary study
The name of each primary study’s publication media e.g.
IEEExplore
Region
The study conducted in which country, state or region
Aim
The aim of each primary study
Research questions
All the research questions of each primary study
Research methodol- The research methodology of each primary study
ogy
Size of entities
Amount of employee
Characteristics
of The special characteristics of VSE mentioned in each
VSE
primary study.
Characteristics of oth- The special characteristics of other types of entity such
ers
as SME.
Critical success fac- The critical success factors of SPI mentioned in each
tors
primary study.
Barriers
of the barriers of implementing SPI mentioned in each
primary study.
Strategies, suggestion Any specific method provided by the primary study for
or solution
utilizing those factors from such as lessons learned section.
Conclusions
The major contribution or findings of each primary
study in one or two sentences.
Score
the mean of quality scores assessed by data extractor
and data checker.
Other
Comments or disagreement for data extractor and data
validator to communicate.
Item
Data Extractor
Data Checker
Study Identifier
Title
Publication date
Author(s)
Name of database

Table 4.2 is the data extraction table we use to extract all the data from the
qualified primary studies mentioned in the last section, which left column as all
the target label and its value in the right column. Furthermore, we present all the
explanation for each label within this table.

4.3.9

Data Synthesis

The success factor, the target data of our SLR, has its own narrative nature or
qualitative attribute, such as in one primary study the factor "employee involvement" could be written as "staff involvement" in another primary study. Thus, we
used descriptive data synthesis approaches as: Reciprocal translation which could
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be adopted when researchers trying to summary similar targets or things by translate one case to each of the other cases, and Refutational Synthesis if there is any
disagreement about a specific factor which had been done by translate each of the
primary studies and record the refutations for further detailed analysis [36].
For the results of the literature review, we would list those contents as follows:
• Success factors when any entities conducting SPI
• Factors were listed in which context (SMEs, VSEs, not specific, etc.)
• Each factor was mentioned in which studies
• The frequency of each factor (i.e. the number of times mentioned divided by
the total number of inclusion articles)
In particular, success factors with a frequency above three times would be considered as critical success factors. Those results were important parts of the whole
thesis. Meanwhile, the top 15 factors would be used to design the question in the
survey part. In addition, this review would investigate the specific success factors of
VSEs compared to other entities, if anyone had discovered.
Each factor would be interpreted by the synthesizer and a reviewer, to calculate
the frequency, each primary study would use different keywords to represent the
same success factor, so we need to establish our own success factors schema, here is
the example of data synthesis. The result of data synthesis would be a quantitative
summary table with the success factors schema as the primary key.

Success Factor
Name of each
success factor

Table 4.3: Success Factors from SLR
Agreed PM no.
Disagreed PM no.
The number of the primary The number of the primary
study that positive about this study that negative about this
success factor is critical and success factor is critical and
the statement
the statement

Table 4.3 is a template data synthesis table with content as description as, we
recorded all the primary studies that agreed or disagreed for each factor.

4.4

Survey

The questionnaire survey is the second phase of our study. The goal of this phase
is to validate the results gained from the SLR through the engineers from the real
software industry, as well as to figure out what strategies were possible to help VSEs
conducting SPI better. We followed the steps recommended by Linaker et al. [45].
As a result, we verified the importance of several CSFs selected from SLR, combined
with the data from an opened-end question to provide strategies for those factors.
Figure 4.2 showed the detailed process of conducting the survey.
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Figure 4.2: Process of Survey

4.4. Survey

4.4.1
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Analysing Requirements

We decided to use the survey to answer RQ3, RQ4.
1. RQ2: What are the state-of-the-art critical success factors in practising SPI in
VSEs?
2. RQ3: What is the top ten critical success factors when VSEs conduct SPI?
3. RQ4: What strategies can be opted to for the successful adoption of SPI in
VSE?
Therefore, the questionnaire has been divided into three parts. The first part is
the background information of the respondents, which helps us to filter the responses
we receive. The second part is several Likert items [44], which is used to study
the importance of each factor, corresponding to RQ3. The third part is an openended question for obtaining industry-based recommendations, both new factors and
strategies, corresponding to RQ2 and RQ4.

4.4.2

Identifying Target Audiences

Target audiences are the people who can provide information that could be used to
achieve the research objects [45]. In this research, they should be the engineers working in VSEs including very small companies or very small teams at large company,
with different roles as developer, tester, manager, etc. More specifically, the number
of employees of VSEs they work for should be fewer than or equal to 30. The target
audiences can work in two regions, the Scandinavia area, and China.
The population is available elements from target audiences [45]. In this research,
it’s the same with target audiences as described above.
The sampling frame was the source from a sample [45]. In this research, we
found samples from public information (i.e. LinkedIn and website of companies) on
the Internet, as well as friends or alumni of two authors who have been working as
software engineers for years.

4.4.3

Questionnaire Design

The questionnaires are available in two versions, that is in English and in Chinese.
As described above, we distributed questionnaires through online survey tools. In the
Scandinavian area, questionnaires were delivered through Google Forms in English.
Considering the Google Forms is usually inaccessible in China, we chose a Chinabased online survey tool called Wenjuanxing to replace Google Forms. The English
version of the questionnaire was first generated and then translated into Chinese.
We used the online professional software engineering dictionary and Wikipedia to
ensure the consistency of the content, for some relevant keywords, we marked with
English for reduced misunderstanding. By these means, the difference between the
two versions of the questionnaire was minimized. As web-based questionnaires, we
had to take several methods to increase the participation rate. For instance, the time
to complete the questionnaire was controlled around 3 to 5 minutes. Moreover, the
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duration time was stated in the introduction of the questionnaire, for improving the
participation rate.
The questionnaire consists of four parts, a brief introduction, the background
information, the key factors for implementing SPI, and additional information.
The brief introduction section contains a summary of the research topics, the
purpose and necessary information of the questionnaire, the privacy statement, and
researchers’ contact information in case participants have any confusion or problem.
This information can eliminate some of the participants’ concerns and increase the
response rate of the questionnaire.
The second part is the background information. This part designs for collecting descriptive information through single-choice questions, that is the background
information of the people who participated in the questionnaire. That information
includes experience in the software industry, main roles in the company, size of company and development department, the location of the company, the experience for
SPI. We ignores personal information such as age, gender, etc., shortened the length
of the questionnaire and protected the privacy of participants. Based on this background information, we could have a general understanding of the characters of the
respondents. It helps us to exclude some of the responses that do not meet our needs
during the data processing phase, thereby improving the accuracy of the results.
The third part was designed to collect attitudinal information. This part contains 15 Likert type questions to investigate the importance of each factor based on
the participants’ view. Considering that the questionnaire with the right size will
significate influences the response rate [45], we designed 15 questions in this part.
The form of the question is the linear scale, which is divided into five degrees from
strongly disagree to strongly agree. We selected the top 15 factors from the SLR
results and formed the problem in the format like "’A factor’ is an important factor
for SPI". The content of the specific problem is shown in Table 4.4 and their order
in the table has been shuffled. From the results obtained in this part, we could figure out the opinion from participants for each factor. After statistical analysis, the
different importance will be identified.
Table 4.4 is the question list for the closed-end part of our survey questionnaire,
with the serial number in the left column and the exact question in the right column.
The last part is one additional open-ended question for collecting other specific
strategy or suggestion which we did not mention above. Participants can make
suggestions based on their own experience. This part is considered as an exploratory
survey in order to discover new insights in this field [45].

4.4.4

Survey Instrument Evaluation

Several different evaluation methods were introduced by Linaker et al. [45] such as
expert reviews, focus groups, pilot surveys, cognitive interviews, and experiments. In
our research, we chose the first three as the survey instrument evaluation methods.
Through the first three methods, the survey had been evaluated sufficiently. In
the software engineering context, no one used the cognitive interviews for the survey
[45]. The experiment might be used after expert reviews or focus groups to figure
out which version is the best [45]. There did not have a very significant difference
between our several different version of questionnaires. Experimenting is redundant
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Table 4.4: Items on the part of Key Factors for Implementing SPI
No. Question
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

"Management commitment/involvement" is an important factor for SPI
"Effective communication" is an important factor for SPI
"Knowledge-sharing" is an important factor for SPI
"Dedicated resources" is an important factor for SPI
"Business orientation (SPI goals aligned with business goals)" is an important factor for SPI
"Apply a tailored model/methodology" is an important factor for SPI
"Consider the organization’s culture/politics" is an important factor for SPI
"Employee participation" is an important factor for SPI
"Training" is an important factor for SPI
"Aid tools supported" is an important factor for SPI
"SPI awareness and understanding" is an important factor for SPI
"Adequate SPI related experience and skill" is an important factor for SPI
"Concern for measurement" is an important factor for SPI
"Help from external consultants" is an important factor for SPI
"Improve continuously and gradually" is an important factor for SPI

for our survey instrument evaluation. As results, we did not conduct the cognitive
interviews and experiment in this step.

Expert review
Expert reviews contained two types that are survey design expert reviews and subject
matter expert reviews, and they make sure that the survey is designed with the best
practices [45]. Once the survey draft created, our supervisors reviewed it on both
aspects by his experiences and professional opinions. Based on advice mainly changed
are: updated the order of several questions; improved description means and words
to make participant easily understand; pruned useless questions to control the whole
questionnaire length. Expert reviews were conducted twice, the first one for the
early version of survey drafts, the second one for the final check before distributed
questionnaires to participants.

Focus groups
The focus group is one of the most common types of evaluation for survey instrumentation, and participators provide their perceptions, opinions and so on during the
meeting [45]. We conducted a focus group meeting online due to conditional restrictions. Five people involved in the discussion, they all have a background in software
engineering, moreover, they are graduate students or software engineers. Ambiguities on several factor descriptions were addressed, alternated with more direct and
precise language.
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Pilot surveys
Pilot surveys are usually conducted before the final survey in order to find the problem on procedures or questionnaire [45]. Using the improved questionnaire which
adopts advise from the expert review and focus group, we conducted the pilot surveys. Participants were selected from target audiences. During pilot surveys, participants reported the time to finish this questionnaire were between 3 to 5 minutes,
which was as same as our expectation. No significant changes were applied to the
questionnaire after pilot surveys except revised a few expression of the introduction.

4.4.5

Data Collection

We collected the data through web-based questionnaires. The web-based questionnaire is a popular data collection method, and it has several advantages, such as
a higher response rate than mailed questionnaires, easy to set up and process, etc
[45]. This survey was conducted in the software industry, most people can access the
internet. Therefore we no need to worry that parts of the population which cannot
access the internet might be missed.
Questionnaires are available in two languages, English and Chinese. Consider
parts of Chinese participant cannot access Google easily, the English version was
delivered in Scandinavia through Google Forms, and the Chinese version was distributed in China mainland through Wenjuanxing.
There are two main ways to send a questionnaire. The first way is to find the
suitable size companies through LinkedIn and contact their employees through their
company home page. A short email including the introduction of our study with a
link to the questionnaire was sent to the employee. The selected employees are mainly
developers, managers, CEOs, and CTOs. The second way is to find the participants
through the networks of our friends. We contact alumni (include a few seniors who
have several years of working experience) and friends who worked in small entities
and sent the questionnaire, kindly request them to spread questionnaire between
their colleagues if possible.
Emails or messages were sent out manually by two researchers. We sent greeting
emails for the survey invitation about one week before and then sent out of the
questionnaire progressively to participants who responded the greeting emails, from
December 4 to 12, 2018. The duration of the survey was set as seven days, and
participants would have enough time to finish the questionnaires if they decided
to finish it. Counting from the last sending day, December 12, the end time is
December 19, 2018. A total of 62 responses was received, compared to the sent 202
survey invitations, the response rate is 30.7%.

4.4.6

Data Analysis

First of all, we pre-processed the acquired data through manual proofreading, parts
of harmful or ineffective data are removed. Harmful data refers to the data that has a
high probability of causing a severe deviation of the outcome. For one removed example, the participator selected all factor options as the same answer "strongly agree"
in a very short time. We assert that is impossible to provide considered answers in
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this example. If the data comes from respondents who are beyond our targets, such
as responses not from neither Scandinavia nor China, they are considered as ineffective data. We also checked if the respondent’s background is actually from VSEs or
not, which means if the respondent is from either company and department with the
employee more than 30 people, we will not adopt its answer from the close-ended
questions part and the additional information part.
The questionnaire contains two types of questions. One part is closed-ended
questions which provided several selection items for every question. The other part is
one open-ended question which needs the respondents to explain their opinion in their
word. Using Microsoft Excel, we process the raw data from web-survey. The data of
the Chinese version is translated into English then combined with the English one.
That information is manually translated by one researcher, and the other researcher
charges to verify all content with aid translated tool for more preciseness.
Closed-ended question
The closed-ended question contains a list of question participants can select the
closest option about their real situation or thinking. It consists of two parts, the
background information part and the factor part. We present the demographic results
in several pie figures through the background information. The factor part includes
several Likert items. They are compared in pairs by one-side Mann-Whitney U Test
[47], resulting in a ranking list. The detailed process steps are presented in Section
5.2.3.
Open-ended question
The open-ended question expects the respondent answer it by a sentence or a paragraph to express their opinion on the topic. We provide our email address so that
participants could send us more opinion if they want. Context-analysis is a suitable
approach to analyze the survey answer from the open-ended question. It is a series
method for finding reliable and replicable evidence from textual data according to
the context, including intuitive or systematic data analysis [45].
Qualitative content analysis (QlCA) is the best way to analyze the data in our
research. Because QlCA is an inductive and bottom-up method, and it’s possible for
broader generalization. It requires us to use our perspective to arise potential themes
into the coding scheme while data reading, so it can capture the intuitive meaning
or emphasis within the context [45]. Both researchers work for this part individually,
and it can reduce the risk of personal bias due to the coding schema is subjective.

Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter, we are going to introduce the result from two stages of our research,
and we will use two sections to present all the direct results. The first section is
the outcome of SLR, and all selected primary studies are listed in Table 5.2. The
second section presents the results from the survey with several figures and tables,
furthermore, has the suggestion which collected from the open-ended question.

5.1
5.1.1

Results from SLR
Result from Selection Process

Firstly, we applied the search string which mentioned above in several different electric databases. We chose the credible and available electric database as ACM, IEEE,
ScienceDirect, and Scopus etc. After applying the search string in these electronic
databases, we found several articles. The relevant details could be found in Table
5.1. It was worth noting that ScienceDirect does not allow too many logical symbols to be applied at the same time, so the search string was cut into three smaller
versions. That was the reason why ScienceDirect part of Table 5.1 present three
different number in “discovered” column.

Source
ACM
IEEE
ScienceDirect
Scopus
Total
*

Table 5.1: Selected Study from
Search date Discovered
2018.10.07
36
2018.10.08
75
2018.10.09
555/456/225*
2018.10.10

294

Different Sources
Potential paper
12
42
22
60

Primary study
5
11
6
14

36

The search string is divided into three smaller versions and searches separately due to ScienceDirect does not support plenty of logical symbols at the same time.

Table 5.1 is the search result table presentation, each row contains the name of
database, the date of the search was conducted, how much article appeared with our
search string, and the number of articles we considered as potential after reading
the title and abstracted, and how much is the final primary study after quality
assessment. For the results of the search (i.e. discovered paper), we examined the
title, abstract and keywords, determined the relevance of the article to our research
28
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topic. This round is a rough selection to find as much article as possible, so articles
would be selected when one of these three coincided. Selected items were considered
as potential articles and downloaded for further reading. Duplicate articles were
removed at this time.
All downloaded articles had been reading carefully then selected as a primary
study based on the selection criteria. Excluded items were recorded in a separate
table with the reason for exclusion. During this process, we found that some articles
are related to our research topic, although they do not meet the selection criteria.
These articles have still been marked and attached with an additional note.

5.1.2

Result from Quality Assessment

After quality assessment, the data from the primary study were extracted into a prepared table. We removed the articles with poor quality. In order to avoid deviations
in SLR results caused by personal bias, one researcher was responsible for extracting
data as well as the other for verification. In the end, we selected a total of 36 primary
studies that met the requirements. Those studies are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 is the result of quality assessment with first column "Number" as the
serial number we made for each primary study, e.g. "PM01[35]" stands for the
primary study number 1 which was number 35 among the selected articles mentioned
in the last section before the quality assessment. The second column "Title" is
the article title of each primary study. The third column "Score" is the quality
assessment score evaluated according to our quality assessment checklist by both the
data extractor and the data checker, range from 60 to 100 because if the score which
is under 60 had considered as unqualified and haven’t been recorded in this table.
Table 5.2: Primary Studies
Number
PM01[34]
PM02[21]
PM03[61]
PM04[72]
PM05[46]
PM06[26]
PM07[65]
PM08[57]

Title
Applying and adjusting a software process improvement
model in practice: the use of the IDEAL model in a small
software enterprise
Factors of software process improvement success in small and
large organizations: an empirical study in the Scandinavian
context
Key processes to start software process improvement in small
companies
Quantitative assessments of key success factors in software
process improvement for small and medium web companies
Setting SPI practices in Latin America: an exploratory case
study in the justice area
Adopting the SW-CMM in a small IT organization
A Case Study of Software Process Improvement in a Chinese
Small Company
An experience: a small software company attempting to improve its process

Score
63
82
67
82
60
76
77
67

30
PM09[80]
PM10[63]
PM11[76]
PM12[35]
PM13[13]
PM14[2]
PM15[6]
PM16[18]
PM17[4]
PM18[5]
PM19[43]
PM20[79]
PM21[54]
PM22[73]
PM23[29]
PM24[50]
PM25[75]
PM26[52]
PM27[81]
PM28[55]
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Factors of influence in software process improvement: An
ISO/IEC 29110 for very-small entities
Implementing Software Process Improvement Initiatives in
Small and Medium-Size Enterprises in Brazil
The influence of human aspects on software process improvement: Qualitative research findings and comparison to previous studies
Literature review on the software process improvement factors
in the small organizations
Low-rigour, rapid software process assessments for small software development firms
Organizational Factors Shaping Software Process Improvement in Small-Medium Sized Software Teams: A Multi-Case
Analysis
Software Development Team Dynamics in SPI: A VSE Context
Software process improvement in small organizations: a case
study
Motivators of Software Process Improvement: an analysis of
practitioners’ views
De-motivators for software process improvement: an analysis
of practitioners’ views
Examining the impacts of organizational culture and top management support of knowledge sharing on the success of software process improvement
A framework for evaluation and prediction of software process
improvement success
Software Process Improvement barriers: A cross-cultural comparison
Software process improvement success factors for small and
medium Web companies: A qualitative study
Agile SPI: Software process agile improvement-a colombian
approach to software process improvement in small software
organizations
Covering the Human Perspective in Software Process Improvement
Employees’ motivation for SPI: Case study in a small finnish
software company
An exploratory study of software process improvement implementation risks
Gained experience by making intervention to improve software process in very small organizations
Impact of corporate and organic growth on software development

83
68
64
83
61
64
81
84
76
70
62
79
86
67
71
90
66
91
82
71
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PM29[9]
PM30[14]
PM31[10]
PM32[25]
PM33[67]
PM34[12]
PM35[39]
PM36[51]

5.1.3

Implementation of software process improvement through
TSPi in very small enterprises
Key factors of process maturity in English-speaking
Caribbean firms
Process capability assessments in small development firms
A process improvement framework and a supporting software
oriented to Chinese small organizations
Ruling out key enablers for software process re-engineering in
Indian small and medium enterprises
Short and long-term impacts of SPI in small software firms
A software capability maturity adoption model for small and
medium enterprises in developing countries
Software process improvement and certification of a small
company using the NTP 291 100 (MoProSoft)

77
61
67
87
89
86
60
79

Result from Data Extraction

During the data extraction process, we noticed differences in the definition of "VSEs"
or "small" under this topic. The main difference is the number of employees in the
company or development department. That is, the same words represent different
group sizes in various articles, and this size is one of the most important parts of our
research. For instance, in PM03, PM09, PM15, PM27, authors refer to ISO 29110’s
definition of VSEs, which is an entity having up to 25 people. Authors use "small"
to indicate the company with 25 employees directly in PM01. In PM05, PM06,
"small" means the department with 20 people. In another example, the author uses
"small" to refer to a company with 30 software engineers. To eliminate differences
and include as many studies as possible, we regard that the VSEs is the entities have
up to 30 employees. One extraction table example is available on appendix.

5.1.4

Result from Data Synthesis

The "factors" in the raw data were carefully reviewed and compared. Duplicate or
similar items would be merged. Each factor is treated as a "standpoint", authors
in different articles may have the opposite opinion of it. In particular, the opposing
view may provide more valuable information, so we recorded in which the author
agreed or disagreed, and take note to declare the reason why the author disagrees
it. The final data shows a total of 81 factors, which were mentioned at least once
in articles. Taking into account the potential prejudice of individual authors as well
as the length of the questionnaire in the next section, we selected factors that were
mentioned in three or more articles. Detailed items and corresponding primary study
numbers are shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Critical Success factors from SLR
Critical Success Factor

Agreed PM no.

Disagreed PM no.

32
Management commitment

Employee participation
Training
Effective communication
Use a tailored model
Knowledge-sharing
Business orientation
Dedicated resources
Take into account the organization’s culture/politics
Aid tools supported
SPI awareness and understanding
Adequate SPI related experience and skill
Concern for measurement
Help from external implementation agents
Improve continuously
The expertise in the field of
SPI
Clearly assigned and documented roles
Have an improvement goal
Formal SPI documentation
Visible success
Responsible
professional,
proactivity personality
Well educated employees involvement
Have an SPI champion to
convince everyone
Perform the improvement
activities as a project
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01, 02, 04, 05, 06, 08, 09,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20,
21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36
02, 04, 06, 08, 09, 10, 11,
12, 16, 17, 22, 24, 25, 27,
28, 31, 33, 35
03, 06, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12,
23, 28, 31, 35, 36
01, 09, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23,
28, 32, 33, 34, 35
01, 07, 09, 13, 16, 22, 24,
26, 32, 33, 34, 35
02, 04, 08, 09, 11, 14, 15,
19, 24, 25
02, 04, 07, 09, 12, 13, 14,
16, 22, 24
01, 07, 09, 14, 16, 17, 18,
21, 23, 25
01, 06, 09, 15, 21, 24, 25,
26, 34, 35
07, 08, 09, 22, 27, 30, 32
09, 12, 14, 18, 21, 22, 33

19

09, 12, 16, 18, 21, 24, 35

-

02, 03, 04, 06, 09, 24
09, 13, 14, 22, 31, 34

-

06, 22, 23, 24, 28, 33
06, 22, 23, 24, 28, 33

-

01, 09, 16, 17, 22

-

03,
09,
09,
01,

32
-

08,
12,
11,
11,

09,
16,
18,
20,

12,
26,
23,
31,

13
33
25
36

14
27
-

01, 09, 12, 21

-

06, 11, 14, 35

-

01, 14, 32

-
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Product and process visibility
Use templates
Customers participate and
support
Change mindset both management and technical staff
Focus on needs

05, 06, 09

-

08, 25, 28
09, 22, 33

-

09, 11, 29

-

23, 24, 27

-

Table 5.3 was the final data extraction table from the SLR stage, the first column
item showed all the factors from primary studies, and the second column record all
the studies agree the factor is critical, the next column was recorded all the studies
that disagree the factor is critical.

5.2

Results from Survey

5.2.1

Overview of Survey Results

All results are collected from various participants of Scandinavia and China. A total
number of 62 participants join our survey, 24 of them are finished through Google
Form, and 38 are through Wenjuanxing. Firstly, raw data in Chinese translate to
English then combine into a full table. As mentioned in Section 4.4.6, we exclude
some harmful and ineffective responses. There is a total of 32 responses available for
further study after excluding all invalid responses.
This part of results provides evidence connected with SLR results for answer RQ3
and RQ4.

5.2.2

Demographic Results

Region
In all valid responses, the 12 participants were from Sweden, 3 from Norway, those
two parts were combined and counted as Scandinavia, while 17 respondents were
from China. The regional distribution of respondents was shown in Figure 5.1.
Position
Most of the respondents’ positions in the company were "programming", account as
18. Two participants were working for "requirement engineering", four for "testing",
six for "management". In addition to that, two people for other positions. The
position of respondents was shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: The Regional Distribution of Respondents

Figure 5.2: Position of Respondents
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Figure 5.3: Respondent Software Related Working Experience
Working Experience
Near half of the participants, count as 15, had working experience in the software field
for 1 year to 3 years. Five people for less than one year, and another five people’s
working experience between 3 years to 8 years. Besides, 7 participants had more
than eight years of experience. Respondent software related working experience was
shown in Figure 5.3.
SPI-related Experience
Among the people who participated in the questionnaire, the number of people lacking SPI-related experience is the highest, with 17 people. As experience increases,
the number of respondents decreases. Ten people heard a bit about SPI but don’t
know much, four people with some experience, and only one expert in the field.
Respondent SPI related experience is shown in Figure 5.4.
Entity Size
Since some invalid responses were excluded by filtering, the remaining respondents
are from VSEs. In terms of the total number of employees of companies, there are
eight companies with less than 10 employees and 11 from companies with 11 to 30
employees. There are nine respondents from companies with more than 31 and less
than 200 people, and four from large companies which have more than 200 people.
The number of employees in the whole company was shown in Figure 5.5.
When checking the number of development departments or team, 18 people working in departments which have 11 to 30 employees, and 14 in 1-10 employees’ departments. The number of employees in the development department or team is shown
in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: Respondent SPI Related Experience

Figure 5.5: Number of Employees in Whole Company
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Figure 5.6: Number of employees in Development Department or Team

5.2.3

Results about Factors

These questions were identified as several Likert item [32], every selection of factors
was assigned a score for calculating. The scores increase gradually from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree", that is, "strongly disagree" represent 1 point", "neutral"
represent 3 points and "strongly agree" represent 5 points. Therefore, the standpoint
of each factor from respondents could be quantified. In general, the higher the factor
score, the more essential as participants recognised it. We used the median value as
a measure of central tendency for each selection since the data should be regarded
as ordinal data.
When we sort the factors merely by the medians, we could not eliminate the
impact of occasional responses on the results. In addition, there have ten factors
with the same median of 4. It made us challenging to distinguish the differences
between them. Therefore, we introduced statistical hypothesis testing for helping us
tell the differences.
After comparing various significance test methods, we considered the MannWhitney U Test to be the most suitable method in our case. Non-parametric tests
are suitable for smaller samples and do not require data to be normally distributed
[17]. Mann-Whitney U Test is a non-parametric test method for comparing the median of independent variables from the same population, usually used to compare
ordinal numbers [68].
The test was performed in the form of pairwise comparison, the null hypothesis
is H0 : From the respondent’s point of view, there is no significant difference between
Factor A and Factor B. Correspondingly, the alternative hypothesis is H1 : From the
perspective of the respondent, Factor A is more important than Factor B. For instance, when Factor A in the null hypothesis corresponds to the factor "management
commitment/involvement" as well as Factor B corresponds to the factor "effective
communication", the null hypothesis H0 should be: From the respondent’s point of
view, there is no significant difference between "management commitment/involve-
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ment" and "effective communication". The alternative hypothesis H1 should be:
From the perspective of the respondent, "management commitment/involvement" is
more important than "effective communication". And so on, the remaining pairwise
factors form null hypothesises and are calculated accordingly.
Since the alternative hypothesis compared two factors and selected a larger one,
this test was a one-sided test with a significance level set to 0.05 (i.e., α = 0.05). The
p-value is an abbreviation for probability value, which is between 0 and 1. When the
p-value is large or equal to 0.05, there has no enough evidence to reject H0 ; when
the p-value is less than 0.05, H0 is rejected and accept H1 , and it is determined that
there is a significant difference between the two factors. Furthermore, Factor A is
more important than Factor B. The data was calculated through the mannwhitneyu
function from python’s scipy library. The p-values were shown in Table 5.4, wherein
less than 0.05 are marked in red which means there was a significant difference
between two factors.
After sorting out all the comparisons, we obtained the factor rankings as shown
in Table 5.5 from the questionnaire. The ranking consists of several blocks, and
there is no significant difference between the factors inside each block, and there is a
significant difference between the blocks. The ranking from high to low means that
the importance of factors is gradually decreasing refer to participants’ viewpoints.
That is, the factor with ranking number 1 means it is the most important factor
among all factors.

5.2.4

Suggestion about SPI

From the closed-end question, we collected a total of eleven answers in both languages. All Chinese contents have been translated into English. After filtering and
excluding the comments related to the design of the questionnaire, there have ten
useful answers. The original quotes were presented as follows:
• Increase the time for documentation work for all projects. So that knowledge
can be reused for future purpose. More reusable components can be made along
with technology update. Thereby saving the time and effort spent.
• (1) Clearly communicate and understand the potential benefits of a given SPI
activity (2) having a sufficient and accepted budget for the SPI activity.
• Attitude of Self-improvement is also important.
• One way of doing SPI can be looking at the industry benchmark and seeing
where your organisation lies. Consultants can help identify where you are by
analysing the current state and design a strategic roadmap for SPI based on
proven and tested methods that have worked for the same or similar industries.
• Define and the reachable and reasonable goal are also important, which means
if the SPI goal is too grandiose it will fail doomed.
• Getting opinion from engineer serving all roles especially from developers. because they were working closest to the development process, and SPI also need
to fit in the development of current trending, etc. factors.
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• It is also important to have a good SPI plan or template to guide SPI implementation.
• Communication, communication, communication!!! besides, the leader’s personality, personality, personality!!!
• Base on the project’s attribute, applying area, and monitor all part of the project
is necessary for SPI.
• Easy-communicated leader with strong execute-ability is contributed.
Except for the answer selected from the open-ended question, another participant sent a suggestion via email. The irrelevant content was omitted, and the key
information was quoted as follows:
• Regarding the use of a consultant, I answered (5). But of course, that depends
on internal expertise and should not be considered as a general statement.
• In our case, for our internal competency building programmes, we have a lot of
expertise in internal resources (with a PhD in certain topics) and hence no need
for external consultants in those areas. To improve on another area, however,
we plan on using external resources.
• Furthermore, we also work as external consultants in other companies that do
not have a lot experience with the proposed SPI activities (in our case, related to
software testing), and in that case, the use of an external and very experienced
resource is critical.
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Ranking Number
1
2
2
2
2
2
7
7
7
7
7
7
13
13
13

Table 5.5: SPI Factor Ranking List
Factor
Effective communication
Knowledge-sharing
Employee participation
Training
SPI awareness and understanding
Improve continuously and gradually
Management commitment/involvement
Dedicated resources
Business orientation
Aid tools supported
Adequate SPI related experience and skill
Concern for measurement
Apply a tailored model/methodology
Consider the organization’s culture/politics
Help from external consultants
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Analysis and Discussion

In this chapter, we step into analysing and discussing statistics within the results of
our survey questionnaire. The results from the literature review and questionnaires
are compared and elaborated. In the same time, we will explore the importance of
SPI, especially in VSEs. And base on the results from the survey and SLR’s statistics,
we are finally capable of giving each of our research questions a reasonable and
neutralised possible answer. We are going to present the whole process of reasoning
according the order of research questions.

6.1
6.1.1

Research Quetions
RQ1: What are the special characteristics of VSEs compared to other size entities?

Small companies cannot simply be considered a smaller version of a larger company
[70]. VSEs have some special common characteristics compared to other size companies. Because of their special features, they deserve to be discussed separately,
especially as they attempt to implement software process improvement. In general,
they are very flexible due to their size. Mostly, VSEs did not have an individual
quality control department, software engineers paid more attention to products or
services themselves, and there was little energy put to employee training for improvement. There was no clear process for purchasing external products [48]. [19]
pointed out that small businesses have limited funds, hacker culture, lack of quantitative data, guidance and practical experience, etc. In developing countries, they
usually had some serious problem, such as financial difficulties, lack of resources,
and less structured policies [56]. On small businesses, the development of the entire
enterprise was closely related to the motivation of business owners. For example, in
[11], the author mentioned an interesting case in which a company has a prime SPI
result, but it was closed in the end merely due to changes in the owner’s interest.
In other words, the owner’s preferences had a great impact on the development of
small businesses. Due to the small number of employees, VSEs usually had a flat
working structure, direct and active communication, intimate relationships and an
open environment compared to large companies or departments [8].
Compared to the other size entities, characteristics are classified into three categories, the advantages, disadvantages and neutrals. Characteristics classified as
advantages mean that they are beneficial to the process of SPI implementation compared to other entities. If VSEs can focus on these characteristics and their corre42
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sponding factors, the possibility of successful implementation will increase. Correspondingly, the disadvantages often lead to obstacles, and the relevant factors can
be regarded as challenges. On the one hand, VSEs can try to overcome or migrate
these disadvantages by some methods. On the other hand, VSEs can choose not to
implement the corresponding factor as it is too expensive for the results. The neutral characteristics cannot be asserted as advantages or disadvantages directly, and
they require specific analysis depending on their situation. The detailed classification
information is as follows:
• Advantage
– Flexible
– Flat working structure
– Less structured policies
– Direct and active communication
– Intimate relationship
• Disadvantage
– Do not have an individual quality control department
– Pay more attention to products or services themselves
– Lack of resources, both funds and human resource
– Lack of quantitative data, guidance and practical experience
• Neutral
– Hacker culture
– The owner’s preferences have a great impact

6.1.2

RQ2: What are the state-of-the-art critical success factors in practising SPI in VSEs?

Based on Table 5.3, we explained each critical success factor we found during the
SLR in Table 6.1, with reason of why it’s critical to VSEs’ SPI success from the
perspective of their special characteristics.
Table 6.1: State-of-the-art Factors with Description
Factors

Description

Management commitment

It means dedication from all-level of management(usually manager or owner in
VSEs) with visual support and encouragement.
Because the relationship between VSEs’ member is more intimate compared to other
sizes, the supportive attitude of the leader can be very crucial to the morale. Management involvement could make sure each step in SPI toward improvement goals
and all limited resource spent efficiently [40].
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Employee participation

The extent to which the employee can make change or decision about current
working process and access the resource in need of SPI activity [21].
Since the employees of VSEs usually significantly fewer than the large company and
rely on a few individuals such as the senior programmer, the actions of each critical
employee will directly affect the success of SPI [40].

Training

Before conducting SPI, there should be activity about SPI respondents claim when
and how to conduct SPI, process-related training, an expensive choice is training all
employee together, they can learn each other’s role, and another cheaper alternative
is to train separately [3].
All because the VSEs usually couldn’t afford a full-time SPI team or expert. By training and familiarise the inexperienced employees about SPI procedures can achieve the
desired SPI result [40].

Effective
tion

communica-

Communication as one of the most effective tools to increase the acceptance of
change [3], the small size of the entity could easily have more effective communication.
Which means in the time-consuming SPI activities, more effective communication
can make sure of unnecessary effort and energy on redundant tasks.

Use a tailored model

Due to the unique characteristic of VSEs, lightweight SPI model is necessary and
sometimes there is not perfect lightweight SPI available for each specific VSE, so it’s
essential to tailor the existing popular SPI model for individual needs.
Some mature models such as CMM are too complicated for VSE, and they do not
have enough energy to complete all factors of them.

Knowledge-sharing

Including all kind form communication of knowledge e.g. the document, peer-to-peer
teaching session, lecture, online meeting, etc. Even including sharing books and
study materials.
When lack of experience, or information to do a specific task such as SPI, it becomes
important to share relevant knowledge for strategy or technique enrichment [43].

Business orientation

It means SPI goals and activities that are aligned with business goals and strategies.
Usually, VSEs has difficulty to relate the popular framework, e.g. ISO/IEC standards, to their business goal, meanwhile adjusting the SPI activities to their business
activities. Mainly due to lack of motivation, expertise or budget for hiring [42].

Dedicated resources

Time, tools, human effort, money, etc. dedicated to SPI activities.
Need be dedicated strategically with priority since VSEs usually have limited resources. And over-tight resource can threaten the adequacy of priority [42].

Take
into
account
the
organisations’
culture/politics

VSE’s company culture/politic should be considered into the SPI activities otherwise
the activities wouldn’t be implemented or implemented inefficiently.
The potential resistance needs to be addressed properly since the hacker culture
caused by VSEs’ dependency on specific individual [42].

Aid tools supported

Effective tools that help accelerate the SPI activities e.g. convenient communication
application or platform.

SPI awareness and understanding

A lack of awareness of SPI equals a lack of importance of SPI, and a lack of
understanding equals a lack of knowledge about SPI.
Meanwhile, in VSEs, SPI awareness should be focused at the level of individuals.
With the manager’s commitment, a self-driven team with SPI awareness usually can
improve constantly with little support [42].

Adequate SPI related
experience and skill

Successful previous experience and skill from an internal knowledgeable senior
employee or SPI expert, consultant.
Since a certain amount of VSEs is a start-up or never had experience of SPI and
experienced SPI related employee. In contrast, large companies usually have an SPI
related role.
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Result of SPI cannot be seen with appropriate measurement [73].
If the result of improvement is unambiguous, it will discourage the enthusiast employees for further SPI activities since the change is more easily observed by employees
than larger entities.

Help from external implementation agents

External agents help VSE by evaluate the VSE current development process and
provide new or improvised process.
Since they do not have success SPI experience, they need external help.

Improve continuously

Incrementally and gradually change the current development process.
Step by step with persistence usually is the key to success in smaller entities even
they do not have sufficient resources and experience.

The expertise in the
field of SPI

The opinion of experts in the field of SPI can help VSEs tailor the SPI model to
modify the current development process. With the help of reduce redundancy, and
customise the strategies, those VSEs to start the SPI earlier instead of waiting for
exploring out the right SPI strategies. And likely save a few unnecessary costs for
trial.

Clearly assigned and
documented roles

Ownership of each SPI activity.
Since in larger company, the activity can be shared by the SPI team but in VSEs
there is not an extra human resource for sharing the ownership of each activity.

Have an improvement
goal

A clear improvement goal can make the improvement efficiently and directly, and
relate the improvement goal with business goal can have long-term return on
investment.
The larger company usually have relevant and deterministic improvement goals with
business goals. But VSEs sometimes are busy for survival, it is hard for them to keep
the long-term improvement goal for improving continuously.

Formal SPI documentation

Use document record the process of SPI make the knowledge traceable and reusable.
Unformal working process in VSEs makes it hard to harvest the experience from
previous success or failure of SPI, thus, for further development, it is necessary to
well document the procedure of SPI activities.

Visible success

The obvious evidence of benefits that can motivate all level of VSE [80].
Especially for those who directly or partially participated in the SPI additives.

Responsible
professional,
pro-activity
personality

The SPI implementer need to be responsible for exploring new reusable development
process and improving the existing development process, which needs proactive
personality [73].
Unlike the SPI activities in a larger company driven by models and plan, the SPI
activities usually driven by the individual as a pioneer to explore and creatively
address challenges in the journey of improvement.

Well educated employees involvement

Employee with software engineering education background and quality management
is helpful in conducting SPI.
They might not be valued if they’re not experienced enough as SPI expert but in
VSEs their academic knowledge should be utilised.

Have an SPI champion
to convince everyone

The political strength of an SPI champion with proportionate aspiration can help
involve employee more into SPI activities. But the champion cannot be designed,
and they arise naturally [26].
Since in VSEs, the intimate relationship makes the influence of an individual more
significant than in larger entities.

Perform the improvement activities as a
project

Have plan, goal, measurement, etc. strategies.
Since VSEs usually have flexible and short-term project-oriented working process,
they need a long-term project for performing SPI.
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visibility
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The obvious evidence of SPI have made progress which could motivate all-level of
VSE to accomplish SPI.
The sensitivity between working procedure and employees in VSEs makes any change
significant, if nothing is happening or change is not visible by everyone, they won’t
receive the same amount of satisfaction or achievement for the SPI success than those
can witness the process of change.

Use templates

Standardise and specify the templates of the development process.
As for larger company might have mature SPI strategies of model based on previous
success experience, instead, the VSEs need to find a template for the SPI strategies
or model.

Customers
participated and support

Internal and external customers’ involvement could provide effort support and
financial sponsorship.
That’s due to the advantage of VSE as has a closer relationship with their customer,
change sometimes can be driven by and benefit the stakeholders.

Change mindset both
management and technical staff

It’s important to change the mindset for SPI at both management and execution
level. Otherwise, the change wouldn’t if no one willing to implement it.
Since VSEs is more rely on the technical staff, e.g both manager and programmer
need to be the same page of SPI.

Focus on needs

Focus on the internal customer, and external customer’ needs make sure the SPI
result profitable that can maximum VSEs market value and reduce unnecessary
effort by ignoring the improvement objectives that won’t be carried out.
Since the limited resources and tight delivery time makes the VSEs cannot afford too
much unnecessary cost.

Table 6.1 above presents all factors we collected from SLR in the first column,
and the second column is the short description or explanation of our perception for
each factor. Unfortunately, we hadn’t covered any new factor besides those factors
from our survey questionnaire.
A comparison with a SLR of SPI factors for general entity
Here, to prove our research gap and extend the research value of this study, we
believe it is a great idea to have a comparison between our finding and another SLR
of CSFs in SPI for general purpose, see if there is any difference about CSFs when
VSEs facing SPI challenge. After investigation, we have found a few SLR about
CSFs of SPI but not specified for any type of entity, and selected out one depended
on the publication year and research method, by Niazi et al. [53].
This is research used informal literature review and formal literature review(SLR),
and 34 SPI factors have been identified in the process of SLR. Those factors are
from their SLR SPI success factors table3 by the order of frequency of occurrence:
"Senior management commitment; Software process improvement (SPI) awareness;
Managing the SPI project; Reviews; Staff involvement; Company culture for process improvement; Creating process action teams/external agents; Staff time and
resources; Training and mentoring; Defined SPI implementation methodology; Encouraging communication and collaboration; Visible success; Clear and relevant SPI
goals; Logical sequence/order of SPI implementation; Continuous process improvement; Experienced staff; Standards and procedures; Assignment of responsibility of
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SPI; Providing enhanced understanding; Quantitative analysis; Formal documentation; Process ownership; SPI people highly/well respected; Formalized relationship
between development teams; Tailoring improvement initiatives; Exploration of new
knowledge; Facilitation; Tools/packages; Customer satisfaction; Develop measures
for intangible benefits; Independence of SPI team from development team; Integration of CMMI with other models; Internal leadership."
There is a comparison in Table 6.1.2 with our SLR result, the SPI factors for
VSEs, the left column is the factors above, and the left column is from table 5.3 of
this articles. If we think any factor from the SLR of Niazi et al.[53] have similarity
or consistency of any factor from our SLR result, we will put those factors in a same
row, and "-" means there is not relevant factor in the other side, which means the
difference of two SLR. And the order of each factor is not following the frequency of
occurrence anymore for the convenience of presentation.
Table 6.2: Comparison with Another SLR
Factors from general SLR
Senior management commitment
Software process improvement (SPI)
awareness
Staff involvement
Company culture for process improvement
Staff time and resources
Training and mentoring
Defined SPI implementation methodology
Encouraging communication and collaboration
Visible success
Clear and relevant SPI goals
Continuous process improvement
Experienced staff
Standards and procedures
Tailoring improvement initiatives
Tools/packages
Customer satisfaction
Develop measures for intangible benefits
Assignment of responsibility of SPI
Quantitative analysis
Formal documentation
Creating process action teams/external
agents
Process ownership

Factors from our SLR for VSEs
Management commitment
SPI awareness and understanding
Employee participation
Take into account the or organisation’s
culture/politics
Dedicated resources (time, human,
budget, full-time if possible)
Training
Use a tailored model, Use templates
Effective communication
Visible success
Have an improvement goal
Improvement continuously
Well educated employees involvement
Use templates
Use a tailored model
Aid tools supported
Customers participate and support
Concern for measurement
Clearly assigned and documented roles
Concern for measurement
Formal SPI documentation
help from external implementation
agents (consultants)
-
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Logical sequence/order of SPI implementation
SPI people highly/well respected
Formalized relationship between development teams
Exploration of new knowledge
Facilitation
Providing enhanced understanding
Independence of SPI team from development team
Integration of CMMI with other models
Internal leadership
Reward schemes
Managing the SPI project
Reviews
-
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Knowledge-sharing
Business orientation (SPI goals and actions are aligned with explicit and implicit business goals and strategies)
Adequate SPI related experience and
skill
The expertise in the field of SPI
Responsible professional, proactivity
personality (professional employee involvement)
have an SPI champion to convince everyone
perform the improvement activities as
a project
product and process visibility
Change mindset both management and
technical staff (professionals and senior
manager’s real understanding)
focus on needs (ignore the improvement
objectives that will not be carried out)

From Table 6.1.2, it is not difficult to find out that: commitment from management,
awareness, employee’s involvement etc are the most crucial factors for the success
of SPI for any type of software company even VSEs; the factors such as Internal
leadership, Reward schemes, Process ownership, does not appear in our SLR result.
It might because of the flat organisation structure of VSEs which makes it does not
value leadership and process ownership as larger company does. Vice verse, Business
orientation, Expertise, focus on needs etc factors does not not appear in the result of
another SLR, which might in general software company, usually medium or large size
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of company, they already have clear and business orientated SPI goal, SPI related
expertise, knowledge or experience.

6.1.3

RQ3: What is the top ten critical success factors when
VSEs conduct SPI?

From Table 5.3 we summarised the top 10 mentioned frequently critical success
factors from SLR as Table 6.3.

Rank
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No.10

Table 6.3: Top10 Factors from SLR
Factors
Management commitment/involvement
Employee participation
Training
Effective communication
Apply a tailored model/methodology
Knowledge-sharing
Business orientation
Dedicated resources
Consider the organization’s culture/politics
Aid tools supported

From Table 5.5 we summarised the top 10 critical factors through the participants’
responses. It was worth noting that there are 12 factors in the top-ten factor ranking
table because there was no significant difference among the seventh to the twelfth
factors. As results, these six factors were treated as the same ranking order, i.e.
seventh, and all present in the table.

Rank
No.1
No.2
No.2
No.2
No.2
No.2
No.7
No.7
No.7
No.7
No.7
No.7

Table 6.4: Top10 Factors from Survey
Factors
Effective communication
Knowledge-sharing
Employee participation
Training
Improve continuously and gradually
SPI awareness and understanding
Management commitment/involvement
Dedicated resources
Business orientation
Aid tools supported
Adequate SPI related experience and skill
Concern for measurement

From the difference of two tables, we could determine there is a difference of
value for each factor from the academic perspective and industrial perspective, e.g
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the most frequently mentioned factor in "management commitment/involvement",
but it ranked as No.7 in the survey result. And the fourth often mentioned factor
"Effective communication" ranked as the most critical factor from survey result.
In the following subsections, we will discuss the three cases in combination with
the top ten SLR table and the Survey table.
Appear in both tables
• Management commitment/involvement
The most frequently mentioned factor in SLR was "management commitment/involvement". This factor was considered by 26 primary studies to be a
success factor for VSEs when they were conducting SPI. Mostly, the success of
a small company was closely related to the manager’s decision; it determined
by the characteristics of the small company. In particular, PM04 and PM06
identified the management commitment was one of the critical success factors.
PM34 was a retrospective review for five small firms. Authors presented a view
that management commitment will be an issue for a small group in a large company but not an issue for the small company. One different voice from PM19,
authors adopted the statistical technique to analyse 118 samples from Taiwan,
their result present that top management support has a direct positive impact
for SPI knowledge sharing but have no direct significant impact for SPI success.
This factor ranks seventh in the results of the survey. It is consistent with the
results of the SLR, but not as important as described in the literature.
• Employee participation
The second most mentioned factor in SLR was "employee participation". Eighteen primary studies considered this factor and no one has the opposite opinion.
Consider the size of the company, the personal abilities of employees were more
important than usual, employees in a small company often have several different roles. In some cases, when the company set up a special team to focus
on implementing SPI, the developer’s participation will be ignored. For this
problem, "developers’ involvement" has been emphasised In PM06 and PM35.
It is ranked second in the results of the survey.
• Training
The third frequently mentioned factor in SLR was "training". It ranked as
second in the result of the survey. Fourteen primary studies indicated it, and
one primary study had a different opinion. In PM06 authors referred to processrelated training specifically. PM14 analysed several cases of small-medium sized
software teams. Authors claim that training is helpful but insufficient in the
small teams. The reason is small team’s processes are project-oriented and
not driven by a long-term strategy, and it corresponds to the process-related
training which mentioned in PM06.
• Effective communication
"Effective communication" was mentioned in 12 primary studies. PM01 and
PM15 emphasised the short communication ways, that is, every employee
should communicate directly, which is relatively easily achieved especially in a
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very small entity. Most primary studies did not discuss formal communication
or informal communication, except PM09 and PM15. PM09 believed that formal communication channels and mechanisms are needed, but PM15 said that
frequent informal communication is helpful. The results of the questionnaire
indicated that respondents both strongly agreed that “effective communication”
is important for SPI, which ranks 1st in the survey result. It implies that in
very small entities, employees recognised the critical role of communication in
the successful implementation of the project.
• Knowledge-sharing
"Knowledge-sharing" was mentioned in 10 primary studies, no studies have
considered it to be unimportant. In PM02, PM04 and PM11, the authors
emphasised the importance of exploring new knowledge that represents new
ways of solving problems or applying new techniques. However, PM14 pointed
out that in practice, learning and knowledge management are rarely observed,
because SPI is usually project-oriented in small teams and seldom driven by
long-term strategies. In other words, the reuse of knowledge is not easy. From
the results of the questionnaire, this factor ranks as the second important factor. Among the additional open-ended questions in the survey, one respondent
mentioned that by focusing on documents to improve the reusability of knowledge, it would save time in future development. Taking into account the characteristics of VSEs, and the content mentioned in PM14, the use of informal
knowledge sharing may be of more significant help to VSEs.
• Business orientation
"Business Orientation" as a success factor was mentioned in 10 primary studies. Business orientation, in other words, is that SPI goal and actions should
be aligned with company’s business goals and strategies. About this factor,
in addition to these ten primary studies, PM23 and PM27 recommendations
focus on needs and ignore improvement objective that will not be implemented.
These factors are critical to saving costs and helping very small companies survive in the marketplace. This factor ranked on the 7th place of the survey
result.
• Dedicated resources
"Dedicated resources" as a factor in implementing SPI was proposed in 10
primary studies. The resources here point to a variety of aspects, including
time, human, budget, and so on. PM6 mentioned that companies allocate
full-time staff to initiate SPI is a key factor to success if there has enough
resource. Although PM31 did not directly suggest "dedicated" resources, the
author presents the importance of sufficient resources for SPI. They observed
in the article that even with sponsorship, lack of resources would limit the
implementation of improvements. From the statistical data of result, the respondents generally agreed with its importance. After examining raw data, we
speculate that the lack of actual SPI experience led people to do not realise
the importance of this factor, and this factor can be further studied to investigate the significance. One respondent suggested that having an adequate and
appropriate budget would be helpful for SPI activities.
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• Aid tools supported
"Aid tools supported" was mentioned in 7 primary studies, while one primary
studies have a different view. This factor ranks 7th in the results of the survey.
On the primary study PM27, the authors said that the use of support tools in
the assessment process would lead to increased costs. Because the number of
documents that VSEs need to review is small, data can be extracted directly.
But they mentioned that support tools could be used to collect data after the
assessment process. PM09 and PM30 indicated that prime tools are needed to
monitor and frequently evaluate SPI activity.

Appear in either table
• Apply a tailored model/methodology
Eleven primary studies mentioned "apply a tailored model/methodology" is
a key factor for implementing SPI in small entities. They generally believed
that existing models such as CMM are oversized and complex for small entities,
moreover, there require many money and human resources to apply these models; this is impractical for small entities. So, these primary studies introduced
some tailored models that are generally lightweight and fast. For example,
PM07 introduced a case in which a tailored, user-centred, evolutionary, and
rapid-prototyping methodology named IDEAL was used. PM24 believed that
dynamic and adaptable models could be used as needed. This factor was ranked
in a relatively low position in the questionnaire results. One participant suggested that it has a plan or guideline for implementing SPI is helpful. Similar
to "employee participation", the main source of the factor that was considered
unimportant are the respondents who lack experience with SPI. We speculated
that employees have a low level of cognition for this factor, that is, they were
not aware of the lack of coordination between usual models and very small
entities.
• Consider the organisation’s culture/politics
Ten primary studies agreed that "Consider the organisation’s culture/politics"
is a key factor for SPI. This factor was considered to be a critical success factor
in PM06. PM34 believed this is a key factor for small teams in large companies but has no significant impact on small companies. Some primary studies
suggested that a relaxed atmosphere in a very small entity can help implement
SPI. In particular, PM15 and PM25 indicated that micro-management styles
and autonomous working style have a positive impact on SPI. While PM01 and
PM15 emphasised the benefits of open, action-oriented corporate culture and
flattened hierarchies. This factor ranked as 13th in the survey result. It was
slightly different from the findings obtained in the literature.
• Improve continuously and gradually
This factor ranked high as 2nd in the survey result but not be included in
the top 10 factors from SLR. 6 primary studies suggested "improve continuously and gradually" was helpful for SPI. PM33 believed that continuous
customer involvement and feedback, as well as prioritisation and planning of
requirements, were important. The gradual initial approach made employees
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more willing to accept SPI because people tend to avoid change. Moreover,
the gradual approach allowed SPI participants to correct errors encountered
during the improvement process.
• SPI awareness and understanding
There are seven primary studies believed that "SPI awareness and understanding" has a positive impact on SPI. Nonetheless, Basri et al. (2010) conducted
an interview show that VSEs have a high level of awareness of software quality
standards and their strengths and would take some initiatives or plans in the
future [7]. In the survey result, this factor was ranked as 2nd.
• Adequate SPI related experience and skill
"Adequate SPI related experience and skill" had seven primary studies that
consider its importance. This factor is closely linked to "Help from external
consultants", and we would discuss it in detail later. It was ranked as 7th on
the survey result.
• Concern for measurement
Six articles considered that "concern for measurement" is important for SPI.
This factor referred to the software organisation collecting and using quality
data to guide and evaluate SPI activities. PM06 emphasised the need to match
assessments to actual projects. It ranked 7th on the result of the survey.
Other factors
From the open-end, optional questions in the questionnaire, we collected suggestions
from respondents about SPI.
"Help from external consultants" did not show in neither top ten lists but we
believed it worth extra discussion. This factor ranks 13th in the survey results, and
it is the lowest ranked factor if we judge the importance by the median which is "3"
means "neutral". A participant from Norway has lots of experience in SPI. He sent an
email after completing the questionnaire and gave an additional explanation for this.
He believes that this factor is vital for SPI in the questionnaire when the company has
no expert. In his experience, employees with relevant experience within the company
(for example, a PhD in this particular area) may not need external consultants, and
when there is no such professional staff, they will consider obtaining external help.
Another respondent from a large company said that consultants could help determine
the location by analysing the current status and designing a strategic roadmap for SPI
based on proven and tested methods in the same or similar industries. In the SLR, six
primary studies mentioned the positive impact of "help from external consultants"
on SPI, especially in very small entities. PM09 believes that it is worth to receive
help from an external agent about training and guidance. This factor helps the
company save on SPI overhead and gain relevant experience to increase the success
rate of initialising the SPI. PM13 believes that there have three advantages of using
external consultants: first, employees in very small entities are very busy and usually
have no extra energy to implement SPI; second, employees lack relevant knowledge
most of the time; third, employees are more willing to accept opinions from external
experts but not from a colleague.
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One respondent suggested that it is essential to "define achievable and reasonable
goals". If there are only ambitious SPI goals, the improvement will be doomed to
failure. This advice was very similar to the factor "have an improvement goal"
mentioned in PM03, PM08, PM09, PM12, and PM13. For clear goals, [69] considers
it to be critical, even if these goals were not typical SPI targets.
Another respondent suggested that it was helpful to "clearly communicate and
understand the potential benefits of SPI activities". This advice was slightly related
to the "SPI awareness" mentioned above. Moreover, "change mindset" is mentioned
in PM09, PM11, PM29, and "visible success" means have direct evidence of visible
success as a factor be mentioned in PM09, PM11, PM18, PM23, PM25.

6.1.4

RQ4: What strategies can be opted to for the successful
adoption of SPI in VSEs?

We aim to provide useful suggestions for those very small entities to improve their
SPI. Therefore, we present strategies for the common factors that appear in both
top-ten tables.
Table 6.5: Strategies for Each Factor
Factors
Management commitment
(the dedicated attitude of
VSEs’ team leader about
SPI)

Employee participation (resistance of change)

Training (lack of SPI experience)

Strategies
For VSEs in large companies as small teams, have
a meeting with managers or tech-leader of those
small teams, or other kinds of way to convince
those managers of each VSE, make sure they have
shown interests and given commitment before conducting SPI, same with VSE as a small company,
the management and SPI starter usually the owner
should achieve an agreement about commitment
[26].
Let employee take part of the SPI planning so the
resistance of change could be migrated [26]. Besides, when employees realise the benefits of SPI
or setting phased goals, can increase their participation.
1. Have one or two people taking a course. 2.
Senior engineer coaching junior engineer for improvement. 3. learning and sharing session (one
person take responsibility to learn the new process
then teach others) [57]. In addition, if there is no
SPI-related expert in the entity, it is beneficial to
get help from outside if the budget allows.
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Effective communication (-)

Knowledge-sharing
(pay
more attention to products themselves, lack of
experience)
Business orientation (lack of
resource and experience)

Dedicated resources (limited resource)

Aid tools supported (lack of
resource)
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Considering that VSEs usually have an intimate
relationship, direct and active communication, this
factor is not a challenge for them. However, they
should notice something to make communication
more effective: 1. Make sure the communication
is reciprocal before it started. 2. Using some app
like Slack, or separated discussion channel for SPI
related activities [73].
VSEs need to focus on exploring new knowledge
and new technologies [21, 72, 76]. Since VSEs are
usually project-oriented, the re-application of old
knowledge is relatively difficult [2]. Furthermore,
an internal blog or other types of documents are
helpful for knowledge-sharing [65].
In the process of implementing SPI, VSEs should
improve selectively, focus on the SPI goal which
aligns with their business goal. Correspondingly,
for inconsistent targets, VSEs should ignore or set
them to lower priority [29, 81]. Aligning business
goals and SPI goals is a difficult job. Getting advice from experts, both internal and external, is
helpful.
This factor is one of the main problems facing
VSEs, which has led to many other issues. When
resources are tight, additional attention is required
on how to distribute. VSEs should prioritise those
factors with high returns. When there has enough
resource, arranging full-time employees for the initiate SPI is the key to success (PS06). Even if
it is part-time, there needs to dedicate a reasonable budget and human resource. Finding external
sponsorship is a suitable choice for VSEs [42, 65].
Aid tools can significantly improve efficiency, the
automated tools can reduce errors caused by manual processing. Moreover, SPI activities can be
monitored and evaluated frequently with the aid
of tools [80, 14]. But when introducing new tools,
the corresponding learning costs should be considered. However, using tools can increase costs. If
there is not a lot of data to process, VSEs can consider using lighter tools or processing data directly
[81]. With the hacker culture of VSEs, it is a great
method to reuse existing tools in a new way.

Table 6.5 is a summary table of strategies for common factor. We list the factors
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in the left column, with their specific challenge or needs inside brackets. The right
column is the specific strategies, suggestion or tip for them.

6.2

Limitation

Even for each primary study, the data extraction was done by one extractor and one
reviewer and the same with data synthesis, but still, due to the different education
background and language, a certain chance of misinterpreting other author’s opinion
that could have happened.
There was a possibility of missing related studies. In total, we had selected
32 primary studies which were representative for the sample population of primary
studies. But at the same time, it could have limited the scope of population to those
published studies, which was related low percentage of the whole population of studies
under the topic of SPI, there may exist more great studies inaccessible or inoperable
due to some restraints, e.g., the report in other languages except for English and
Chinese. In a high possibility, there were other resources highly related that we had
no permission to access. We must point out that there could be publication bias
existed in the primary studies as well because we included some primary studies
which reported as the authors’ experience or case studies etc.
A sensitivity analysis was not applied in SLR, since if various quality standard
accepted in SLR or the multiple research method of primary studies(SLR, case study,
report, etc.) would make the quantitative comparison of sensitivity analysis difficult
[36]. Combining with our research selection strategies and quality assessment strategy, we decided it was unnecessary for our SLR. But the lacking a sensitivity analysis
might cause the part of the discussion or result of our SLR not apply to other studies
that are unfitting of our quality criteria.
There were limitations existing in the survey questionnaire stage. On the one
hand, the questionnaire only distributed in China and Scandinavia two areas, which
obeyed our international-multi-area intention, mainly due to the restrict of the respondent contact information. Which may cause the suggestions from Table 6.1 does
not apply to all nations. On another hand, some of the respondents’ perception of
SPI might not correct and thorough. Besides, their background information hasn’t
been entirely verified because our questionnaire is anonymous and untraceable, which
may affect the credibility of their opinions.

6.3

Validity

Validity represent the accuracy and quality of each research article[82]. Inevitably,
there is always threats that against the reliability of each argument, measurement,
claim etc. In this section, we discuss the threats to validity for the two research
methods and under the three categories of validity: Internal, External and Construct
validity.

6.3. Validity

6.3.1
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Validity threats of Systematic Literature Review

Internal Validity
Two researchers cooperate to finish all SLR process. The review protocol is generated
in the first step. After the supervisor inspecting, the SLR strictly follows this protocol. In order to minimise personal bias of researchers, all steps are performed by one
person and reviewed by another one. When different opinion arose, the differences
are eliminated through discussion.
As the foundation of the SLR, the search string is carefully examined before
applying in several digital databases. The word in the search string is extended
through synonyms, abbreviations, alternative spelling to enable searching as many
related articles as possible.
For each factor, positive and negative opinions in the primary study are recorded.
Only when three or more primary studies have positive opinions for a factor, it will
be considered as a critical success factor. This strategy reduces the bias caused by
the personal opinion of the primary study authors.
External validity
The search string is applied separately in the four computer domain digital databases
so that as many relevant articles as possible are found. In the actual search process,
there are very few articles for Scandinavia and China under this topic. A small
number of articles cannot start to compare. Therefore, regional are not considered
in the SLR phase. In other words, the results of SLR are for global.
Construct Validity
There are three source of threats that effect the construct validity of SLR. At first,
inappropriate or incomplete search terms in automatic search[82] may happened
during the review protocol designing. To eliminate this threat, we used as much
synonym and acronym as possible for each keywords in the search string.
In the second, the unavailable digital databases and language barriers cause the
in-comprehensive data source, e.g there might be non-English publication about SPI
CSFs of VSEs in the databases we are not authorised to access.
Last but not least, the lack of sensitivity analysis. To migrate the potential
threat, we documented our quality assessment process as reference and discussed the
lack of sensitivity analysis in limitation section as well, to avoid misguide the reader.

6.3.2

Validity threats of Survey

In this research, we use empirical questionnaires as a part of research methods.
Therefore, we must consider the validity threats. It is hard to make a safe conclusion
if there were serious problems in the process.
Internal validity
Internal validity means the measure of accuracy in statistics which is equivalent to
the survey validity in this research. It can be divided into four types, face validity,
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content validity, criterion validity [38].
• Face validity is the lightest and roughest review conducted by randomly selected people [38, 45]. Two researchers and several friends subjectively judge
the glaring logical errors in the initial version of the questionnaire and eliminated them.
• Content validity is evaluated by a group of reviewers which contain researchers,
experts and respondents from the target population [38, 45]. As described
above in Chapter 4, we conduct a focus group meeting online with all stakeholders, collected advice from several aspects.
• Criterion validity refers to the classification of responses to respondents [38, 45].
To obtain accurate answers, the links to the questionnaire are not disclosed on
any public social platform, effectively reducing the participation of unrelated
people. It is worth noting that we encouraged to share the questionnaire among
colleagues and friends of our direct contacts, here has a risk of introducing irrelevant people. Besides, the first part of the questionnaire has several questions
about the background information of respondents. During the data analysis
process, the responses that are not within the scope of our survey (for example,
the respondent in the response was working in large enterprises) or obviously
unreasonable are removed.
External validity
External validity is the extent of the result of a study can apply to outside the study,
it depends on the internal validity [36]. The possibility of reduced reliability due to
prejudice from researchers is minimised. Regarding the recommendations provided
by [64, 45], all analytical work has been done in collaboration with two researchers,
and any disagreements were discussed separately to eliminate the threat introduced
by personal bias. Since the respondents are randomly selected, we could only invite
them via email or social media, it is difficult to repeat the test twice with an extended
period. Therefore, the method described in [38], that is, the technique of test-retest
and alternate form of the questionnaire, did not apply to our research.
In the open-ended question of the questionnaire, we have not been able to explore
any new factors or strategies except the result from the SLR part. That is, the factors
or strategies are provided by participants, although not in the 15 factors we listed
in the questionnaire, have already been identified in the SLR. It does not mean that
there is no possibility to have a new factor or strategy. The new factor or strategy was
not discovered might due to the number of people participating in the questionnaire
was not enough, the sample population scope, the respondents were not aware of it,
or other reasons. The question of whether a new factor exists is not the focus of this
study, but it could be a research aim for future research.
Construct validity
Construct validity reflects the extent to which the questionnaire reflects the original
idea of the researchers [38, 45]. That is to say, for the same thing, when the inter-
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viewee and the researchers have different understandings, the results of the questionnaire will be useless, and even cause deviations. To eliminate this threat, we conduct
several pilot surveys. People who participate in the pilot survey choose from the
target population, usually are people who familiar with the researchers so that they
can communicate more easily and quickly. Respondents are asked to explain each
question based on their understanding, and the researchers judge whether they met
expectations based on their statements. In the pilot surveys, the views of respondents
and researchers reached an agreement.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1

Conclusions

In reality, most VSEs face the problem of lack of resources and need to survive in a
fiercely competitive environment. Improving product quality is one of the means to
enhance the competitiveness of enterprises, and SPI can improve it. In most cases,
VSEs cannot to fully consider all the factors of SPI due to their characteristics such
as having limited resource. Consequently, selecting and sorting high-priority factors
is critical and helpful for VSEs. Based on this gap and needs, we researched with
SLR and Survey questionnaire under this topic.
From SLR, we reviewed 36 primary studies and found out 80 success factors which
have been mentioned at least once in the primary studies; a few characteristics of
VSEs and strategies for SPI in VSEs are identified. Among the 80 factors, we select
out 29 factors as CSFs that were mentioned more than three times. The selected
factors compare with the result of one other SLR which discover the common CSFs
for SPI in any entities size, to find the same and different. The first 15 CSFs from
our SLR as survey questions material. Through the survey, we gather the evaluation
of all factors from two areas and some suggestion or opinion of SPI in VSEs. We
explain the 29 CSFs and two ranking tables about top factors from the SLR and the
survey, discuss 14 CSFs from both ranking tables, then provided specific strategies
for each of the common 8 factors.
We have found the answers to our research questions from the results of SLR.
The findings include:
The answer of RQ1, mainly about the special characteristics of VSEs we collected, interpreted and summarised. Compared to larger entities, the characteristics
of VSE are divided into three categories: advantages, disadvantages and neutrals.
These characteristics can be combined with factors and strategies to make SPI implementations easier to success.
The answer to RQ2 is about state-of-the-art success factor of SPI in VSEs mentioned in Table 6.1. The factors were recorded in this table when positive comments
are made by the primary studies three or more times. It is presented with a description of our perception for each factor. Additional, factors are compared with general
factors collected in another SLR which did not consider the size of the entity, the
same and different factors are discussed. This comparison shows that VSEs do have
special factors in the implementation of SPI.
By extracted the lesson learned, specific strategies or advice from the primary
studies, we are managed to answer RQ4. Combined with the unique characteristics
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or challenges of VSEs, It provides the practical suggestions for VSEs who intend to
start or have been working on SPI.
We collect data from the real-world industry through survey questionnaires. It is
used to answer the RQ3. The result helps us have connections between academic and
practices. For a more detailed contribution, we verify the first fifteen factors from
SLR result through the opinion of respondents. There is a difference in the acknowledgement of SPI between the academic world and the industrial world. Furthermore,
we discuss each factor in the discussion chapter, with a comparison to the results of
SLR. Several factors are collected from an open-ended question of the questionnaire,
they are ranked relative lower in the SLR result but still need our extra attention.
They are discussed separately and need to be considered independently by VSEs,
depending on their specific circumstances.
This research extends our knowledge of SPI in the VSEs context. The result of
SLR and survey could become a useful reference for other researchers who decide
to discover more under this topic. In practice, VSEs could use this research as a
guideline for their SPI implementing.

7.2

Future Work

Our research focuses more on "what-to" but not much related to "how-to", it is the
limitation of our research. In the real industry, "how-to" is equally important, that
is, workers need to know how they could do to achieve their goal more efficiently. The
questionnaire can quickly obtain the respondents’ views on certain opinions, but it is
difficult to understand their motivation to make a choice. In fact, due to the lack of
appropriate resources, we were unable to reach a sufficient number of practitioners to
conduct face-to-face, in-depth conversations. From this perspective, in future work,
we can gain a deeper understanding through interviews with SPI experts and regular
software engineer. For specific factors listed above, more detailed research can be
conducted in future work to find out the relationship between them.
Therefore, we would like to conduct multiple countries or area survey to verify
this argument further if there is an available resource such as permission from the
top-management level or agreement from the interviewees. The contribution of region
expansion could directly benefit for example the SPI conduction of a large off-shoring
global company which happened synchronously between its VSEs (small team or
group) with different culture background.
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Appendix A

Data extraction table example

Table A.1: Data extraction table example
Data item
Data Extractor
Data Checker
Study Identifier
Title
Publication date
Author(s)
Name of database
Region
Aim

Research questions
Research methodology
Size of entities
Characteristics
of
VSE
Characteristics of others

Value
01
02
PM02
Factors of software process improvement success in small
and large organizations: an empirical study in the Scandinavian context
2003
Tore Dybå
ACM
Scandinavian context
To investigate whether: 1. Large software organizations
use the same SPI strategies as small software organizations; 2. Large software organizations yield higher
performance than small software organizations; 3. Successful organizations (both small and large) implement
SPI strategies more effectively than the less successful
organizations; and 4. Large successful software organizations use different SPI strategies than small successful
software organizations.
Not specified
Survey
Small (30 or less developers)
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
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Critical success factors

Appendix A. Data extraction table example

• Business orientation: the extent to which SPI
goals and actions are aligned with explicit and implicit business goals and strategies.
• Involved leadership: the extent to which leaders
at all levels in the organization are genuinely committed to and actively participate in SPI.
• Employee participation: the extent to which employees use their knowledge and experience to decide, act, and take responsibility for SPI.
• Concern for measurement: the extent to which the
software organization collects and utilizes quality
data to guide and assess the effects of SPI activities.
• Exploitation: the extent to which the software organization is engaged in the exploitation of existing knowledge.

Barriers
Strategies, suggestion
or solution
Conclusions

Score
Other

• Exploration: the extent to which the software organization is engaged in the exploration of new
knowledge.
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Small organizations reported that they can and do implement SPI elements as effectively as large organizations, and in turn, achieve high organizational performance.
82
• Small successful organizations reported higher levels of employee participation (t = -2.44, p < 0.05)
and exploration of new knowledge (t = - 3.50, p <
0.001) than the larger organizations.
• Large software organizations reported a higher
level of overall SPI success (t = 2.18, p < 0.05)
than small organizations.
• Large successful and small successful organizations
differ fundamentally in their respective approach
to SPI, specifically with respect to participation
and the preferred mode of learning.
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Identify critical factors when small entities implement
software process improvement (SPI)
Thank you very much for agreeing to take part in this survey.
We are two students from Blekinge Institute of Technology and working for our master thesis. We'd
really like to find out how you feel about "Critical success factors of conducting Software Process
Improvement in Very Small Entities". Our target population involves everyone who works in a
software-related small-size entity. This survey only takes you 3 - 5 minutes. The data we collect will
be used only for this research.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact with:
Kuankuan Yang
kuya16@student.bth.se

* Required

Background questions
This section contains some basic information.
1. Experience in the software industry *
Mark only one oval.
Less than 1 year
1 year to 3 years
3 years to 8 years
More than 8 years
2. Main roles in the company *
Mark only one oval.
Programming
Requirement engineering
Testing
Management
Inspection
Documentation
Design
Other:
3. Number of employees in whole company *
Mark only one oval.
1 - 10
11 - 30
31 - 200
More than 200

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13xuxysLatTrZA5LfQLdv7ch76GQpsx1C1-G2p4Sk0bc/edit
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4. Number of employees in the development department *
Mark only one oval.
1 - 10
11 - 30
31 - 200
More than 200
5. Country or region where the company is located *
Mark only one oval.
Sweden
Denmark
Norway
Finland
Iceland
China
Other:
6. Have you ever heard about software process improvement (SPI)? *
Mark only one oval.
Have no idea
Heard a bit but don't know much
Have some experience
Expertise about it

Critical factors when implementing SPI
This section consists of 15 questions which related to SPI, they are selected from the literature.
Please select the important degree for each factor based on your actual working experience.
And there is a short introduction about what is SPI:)
Software process improvement, is a sequence of activity involving check the current development
process then make plan to change it until achieve a specific goal(such as a better product or a better
world), sometimes repeatedly and needs constantly awareness.
7. "Management commitment/involvement" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

8. "Effective communication" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1
Strongly disagree

2

3

4

5
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13xuxysLatTrZA5LfQLdv7ch76GQpsx1C1-G2p4Sk0bc/edit
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9. "Knowledge-sharing" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

10. "Dedicated resources" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

11. "Business orientation (SPI goals aligned with business goals)" is an important factor for
SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

12. "Apply a tailored model/methodology" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

13. "Consider the organization's culture/politics" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

14. "Employee participation" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

15. "Training" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1
Strongly disagree

2

3

4

5
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13xuxysLatTrZA5LfQLdv7ch76GQpsx1C1-G2p4Sk0bc/edit
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16. "Aid tools supported" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

17. "SPI awareness and understanding" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

18. "Adequate SPI related experience and skill" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

19. "Concern for measurement" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

20. "Help from external consultants" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

21. "Improve continuously and gradually" is an important factor for SPI *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

Strongly disagree

5
Strongly agree

Other factors
If there have any missed factors which you think is really important for SPI, please enter in this
section.
22. Do you have any other suggestion about SPI?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13xuxysLatTrZA5LfQLdv7ch76GQpsx1C1-G2p4Sk0bc/edit
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Thank you for participation!
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